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Abstract
Interference is one of the foremost problems in wireless communication which leads to various unique design
challenges for wireless networks. Wireless medium access control (MAC) has to be specifically designed to
resolve contention in the presence of interference. As a result, an important technique, the random access
protocol, has emerged to address the contention issue. This protocol is the essential component in IEEE
802.11 MAC, which has become the de facto standard widely used in both WLANs and MANETs. This thesis
focuses on the random access protocol with emphasis on its interactions with other protocols across different
layers, including physical layer, transport layer, networking layer and application layer. We exploit several
cross-layer interactions to optimize performance in random access based wireless networks. We address
three design and analysis problems: a) joint congestion control and random access MAC for maximizing
the network throughput in multi-hop wireless networks, b) joint power selection and random access MAC
for maximizing the one-hop network throughput, and c) analysis of queueing delays in random access MAC
based WLANs. We develop detailed models for each problem and then derive cross-layer solutions for
optimizing performance by using various optimization techniques. Finally, each proposed solution is either
verified by theoretical proofs or extensively studied by simulations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the emergence of ALOHAnet in 1970, wireless communication networks have undergone continuous
development and their usage has grown significantly. As an example, wireless LANs become popular in
indoor environments because they are easily adaptable to different traffic demands and network mobility.
For the same reason, wireless ad hoc networks are possibly on the cusp of a take-off in outdoor environments
where the infrastructure is not available. Like their ancestor, both infrastructural networks and ad hoc
networks adopt random access protocols as the basic MAC solution, i.e., IEEE 802.11 DCF, since it can
handle multiaccess burst traffic with a high peak-to-average data rate.
In contrast to wired networks, wireless networks are subject to interference, which leads to different design
challenges. First, full-duplex communication is usually difficult in wireless because the signal from local
transmission interferes with the transmission from other nodes. Though a very recent work [27] explores the
feasibility of full-duplex through combining several interference cancelation techniques, generally, a wireless
link can only either transmit or receive, but not both on the same frequency at the same time. Second,
two close-by wireless links cannot communicate at the same time because they may cause interference to
each other. Due to these differences, directly employing the ISO layered protocol stack in wireless is not
as successful as one would desire. This has led researchers to rethink the traditional hierarchically isolated
protocol design philosophy, and explore new design paradigms where there is cooperation between protocols
across different layers. So motivated, the goal of this thesis is to exploit several cross-layer interactions to
optimize performance in terms of throughput and delay in random access based wireless networks.
We address the following three design and analysis problems in this thesis: Congestion control, power
selection, and queueing and access delay. We briefly introduce them here, and address them in detail in the
succeeding chapters.
1
1.1 Congestion Control over Wireless
Congestion control is one of the important functionalities provided in the transport layer. It is usually
embedded in transport protocols such as TCP [38, 43] for traditional networks comprising wired links. These
protocols assume congestion in the network to be the primary cause for packet losses. TCP works well over
such wireline networks by adapting to round trip times and congestion losses. It implements a distributed
algorithm, additive increase and multiplicative decrease (AIMD), in which the sender determines the loss of
a packet either by the arrival of several duplicate ackownledgements or no ackownledgement for the packet
within a timeout interval. AIMD increases the congestion window by one until congestion is detected, and
cuts the congestion window in half after each loss. This protocol was regarded as a heuristic until 1998 when
Kelly, Maulloo and Tan [23] developed a utility-based framework that provided a theoretical understanding of
the stability and fairness of the congestion control algorithm in wired networks. Unfortunately, TCP does not
perform well when deployed in wireless networks. For example, Xylomenos and et al. [51] have shown TCP
performance degradation in wireless links. The basic problem is that the wireless channel is not a reliable
channel and a packet loss may be because of interference, collision or fading. However, TCP cannot identify
whether the loss is due to congestion or due to unreliable channel, and therefore sometimes mistakenly halves
the congestion window even if the network is not congested. Moreover, in [39], Raghunathan and Kumar
exhibit a couterexample showing that the fairness TCP promises in wired networks cannot be extended
to wireless networks. TCP’s fairness is fundamentally based on the assumption that the bandwith of a
link is shared only by the flows that use this link. This assumption, however, is not valid in wireless links
because the wireless communication is broadcast in nature and the channel bandwidth as a whole is shared
by geographically close links. Thus, a wireless link can be congested not only by the flows using this link
but also by flows using neighboring links. Therefore, the congestion resolution method in wireless networks
has to take such inter-link interference into account.
This has motivated efforts to deal with the issues arising from the characteristics of wireless communica-
tion. A major breakthrough reported in [30] shows how to develop a joint cross-layer scheme that decomposes
the problem into congestion control at the transport layer and scheduling at the MAC layer. The funda-
mental result emerging from this work is that queue lengths can be regarded as Largrange multipliers, which
then leads to a very interesting elegant backpressure-based scheme that is throughput optimal. Realizing
the MAC layer scheduling is a major challenge because it is inherently a Weighted Independent Set problem
which is NP-hard in general [15]. It has therefore spurred several efforts to realize it in a near-optimal way
using distributed scheduling.
Indeed there has been much research on the problem of scheduling wireless networks [47, 46, 31, 8, 11].
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In an important paper, Tassiulas and Ephremides [47] provided a maximal-weighted scheduling algorithm
that attains the capacity region. Later, Tassiulas [46] reduced the complexity of this technique to linear
time and derived a randomized throughput-optimal scheduling algorithm. However, both algorithms need
global computation in each slot and essentially work only in a centralized manner. In a recent work [31],
Lin and Shroff have provided a distributed maximal matching scheduling strategy that guarantees at least
half of the capacity region for the special case of the node-exclusive model. Sanghavi, Bui and Srikant [40]
have improved the approach so that it achieves the throughput region with constant overhead. However, the
specific models under which these results are obtained only partially characterize interference. Chaporkar,
Kar and Sarkar [8] have studied the problem under a more realistic pairwise interference model. They have
shown that a distributed approximation approach attains a guaranteed fraction of the maximum throughput.
From the above references, it can be seen that many scheduling mechanisms proposed in earlier work fall in
two categories: either they achieve the optimal solution but are too complicated to be implemented, or they
provide an approximation solution with a certain performance guarantee.
In this thesis, we take an alternative approach that pursues the original approach of Kelly [23] in such
a way that it avoids the difficulties and counterexamples exhibited in [39]. We adopt an approach that
decouples routing to prevent the oscillation problem due to the inherent routing loops, observed in the
backpressure-based algorithms [32]. Our MAC layer design realizes scheduling by a CSMA-based random
access MAC mechanism which periodically exchanges the contention price with neighbors, and responds
to it by increasing/decreasing the probability to access the medium. This mechanism does not require a
synchronized slotted system and hence uses standard mechanisms that are easy to implement.
1.2 Power Selection
In wireless networks, power selection, which chooses the transmit power for each transmission, is of foremost
importance for maximizing network throughputs [16]. Power selection was first recognized as a physical layer
problem because transmit power determines the channel capacity if interference is not considered. Later,
researchers realized that transmit power influences various layers in wireless ad hoc networks. For example,
Kawadia and Kumar [21] point out that power control is essentially a network layer problem because changing
transmit power results in a change of topology and hence, affects routing decisions.
Power selection is also very important for the MAC layer protocols, since the goal of MAC is to exploit
spatial reuse opportunities in the presence of interference. Essentially, it is the transmit powers that deter-
mine interference among wireless links [6]. However, picking transmit power is not an easy task because the
3
transmit power of a link not only affects the interference resilience of a node but also alters its interference
on others. In particular, if a link sends packets at a low power level, its own transmissions are prone to
interference; On the other hand, if it uses a high transmit power level, the transmissions may adversely affect
other links. Therefore, in principle the power ought to be cooperatively selected so as to increase the overall
spatial reuse.
Scheduling wireless links to achieve the maximal throughput, even for a fixed power configuration, is a
hard problem [19]. A few deterministic schemes have been proposed, e.g., [47, 33]. There are also several
randomized algorithms, e.g., [46, 35, 41, 11]. All the above scheduling schemes either work only for special
interference models or require fully synchronized slotted systems, and therefore none of them works for
asynchronous distributed networks. On the other hand, however, CSMA (carrier sense multiple access)
type random access protocols are widely used in practice (e.g., IEEE 802.11) because they can be easily
implemented in a distributed manner. Recently, [29] proposed a Markov chain model to analyze the idealized
CSMA-based random access protocols. Based on the model, [20] later developed an algorithm to adapt the
attempt probability to the traffic demand without explicitly knowing the arrival rates. In [20], the authors
show that the algorithm can achieve throughput optimality despite operating in a distributed manner. In
other words, the algorithm can serve any arrival rate that is within the capacity region. However, all these
scheduling algorithms assume a fixed power assignment, and hence a fixed conflict graph. As discussed
before, incorporating power control into scheduling could further improve the throughput.
In this thesis, we introduce a random power access scheme that combines power control and multiple
access control. The basic design of the scheme is similar to CSMA-based random access protocols. Let us
assume that transmit power is chosen from a finite number of power levels. Before transmitting a packet, a
node (sender of a link) senses whether the channel is busy. When the node detects that the channel is idle,
it randomly initializes a back-off timer for each power level, and when the timer reaches zero, transmits at
the corresponding power level. While the node is transmitting, other power levels suspend their back-off
processes and resume them when the channel is idle again. Based on the same model as in [29, 20], we
derive a fully distributed algorithm that adaptively changes the parameters of the random access mechanism
according to the local queue length. We show that the scheme can achieve the maximal throughput region
in the sense that network is stabilized for any arrival rate that can be served by any time sharing between
power settings, and which is consequently larger than that any fixed power setting can achieve. Therefore,
the random power access scheme can serve traffic that may not be feasible with any of the fixed power
assignments.
4
1.3 Queueing and Access Delays in Wireless
The recent rapid growth of real time applications has led to a strong need to provide quality of service (QoS)
for mobile computers and portable devices in WLANs. This has to be done over the IEEE 802.11 MAC
that has become the de facto WLAN standard. In other words, MAC layer protocols must be aware of the
QoS requirements of the end user applications, including end-to-end (ETE) packet delay, throughput, and
packet-error-rate (PER). Hence, a cross-layer paradigm that combines MAC and application requirements
is necessary for QoS-supported wireless networks. However, IEEE 802.11 MAC employs random access,
and the distributed coordination function (DCF) makes it substantially difficult to ensure delay guarantees
because of channel contention and random back-off. Therefore, the very first task confronting researchers
is to characterize the delays in such networks. Second, it is necessary to devise solutions that provide the
required delay performance. We address both issues in this thesis.
Existing studies on the performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 MAC have focused on its throughput ca-
pacity in networks with saturated traffic; see Bianchi [4], Cali, Conti, and Gregori [7]. Models for unsaturated
homogeneous networks have also been reported. For example, Medepalli and Tobagi [34] present a unified
model for multi-hop networks that approximates each queue by an independent M/M/1 queue. However,
this approximation is not accurate for detailed delay analysis in WLANs. Tikoo and Sikdar [48] present a
G/G/1 queueing model for delay analysis in homogeneous networks. Their focus is on performance analysis
of the standard IEEE 802.11 DCF. Various studies have also been conducted on providing QoS support in
WLANs, and most use centralized polling techniques based on the point coordination function (PCF). For
example, Coutras, Gupta and Shroff [10] analyze performance of PCF in support of voice services. However,
they do not address the co-existence of best-effort traffic and real-time traffic in WLANs when IEEE 802.11
DCF is employed, as is routine in most WLANs. Providing QoS requires networks to have the ability to
support service differentiation. Especially, when network resources are limited, the networks should be able
to reallocate them from the over-provisioned flows to the under-provisioned flows. Moreover, the networks
are also required to guarantee the QoS requirements under node mobility and traffic dynamics. To this end,
an adaptive non-homogeneous wireless network is preferable to a network operated in a fixed homogeneous
manner. Such heterogeneous configurations render the use of many existing homogenous models invalid.
We develop a simple but sufficiently accurate analytical model based on an M/G/1 queue for non-
homogeneous unsaturated IEEE 802.11 networks. We characterize the channel access delay with respect to
the contention window and the probability that the queue is nonempty. This probability in turn depends
on the channel access delay, and they can be jointly obtained by solving a coupled system of equations. To
solve this problem, we develop a fixed point iteration scheme with a carefully chosen initial point, which is
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guaranteed to converge to the correct fixed point. Moreover, we show that in random access networks, the
second moment of the access delay is determined only by its first moment if the packet size is sufficiently
large. This approximation simplifies the formula of the queueing delay. Thereby, we analytically determine
whether the network can provide the delay guarantees required by the QoS flows.
If the network resources are sufficient, then one can proceed to consider the problem of minimizing
network delays. We formulate this as an optimization problem based on the analytical model and obtain a
solution.
Furthermore, we show that the model can be used to develop a distributed algorithm. The idea behind the
decentralized design is that the network-wide information can be inferred from the channel idle probability,
which in turn can be estimated by the number of idle slots between two consecutive transmissions. Each node
can adapt its own parameter independently, based its estimate of the channel idle probability. However,
each individual parameter does affect the channel idle probability of other nodes. Thus, the distributed
algorithm must be carefully designed. We derive the relationship between the idle probability and the
parameter following our analytical model and employ optimization to decompose the problem for a design
of the distributed solution. Through simulation studies, we show that the distributed version can converge
quickly and perform as well as the centralized scheme.
We conduct an extensive set of simulations to verify the model and evaluate the performance of our
algorithms. Through real trace based simulation studies, we show that our scheme can indeed benefit
applications such as live video.
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Chapter 2
Joint Congestion Control and Random
Access MAC
In multi-hop wireless networks, maximizing network utility by joint congestion control and scheduling has
drawn much research interest, and significant progress has been made that has yielded much insight. How-
ever, in attempting to maximize network utilization, most scheduling mechanisms proposed in earlier works
are too complicated to be implemented in wireless devices. One traditional approach to address complexity
is to approximate the optimal but complex solution by a feasible solution that can provide a certain per-
formance guarantee. In this chapter, we suggest an alternative approach that simplifies the optimization
problem itself in such a way that the solution of the new problem is guaranteed to be a fraction of the optimal
solution of the original problem. The fraction depends on the “interference degree” of the network. Based
on the simplified model, we propose a scheme which combines congestion control and random access MAC.
We subsequently analyze its theoretical performance, and prove that the algorithm guarantees stability, and
asymptotically converges to the near-optimal operational point. Future work is needed to investigate the
mechanism by which such a scheme can be implemented.
2.1 Introduction and Background
In multi-hop ad hoc wireless networks with interference constrained resources, maximizing network utility
is a challenging problem because congestion control and link scheduling need to be jointly designed and
distributedly implemented. In the seminal paper [23], Kelly, Maulloo and Tan develop a utility optimization
framework that successfully addresses the rate control problem in wireline networks. However, the design
suggested by the framework does not directly suit wireless networks [39] because the underlying link based
model in wireline is no longer valid in wireless. In particular, the wireless medium is fundamentally broadcast
in nature where the transmissions of users interfere with each other, and the wireless medium resource as a
whole is therefore shared by all users. As a result, the capacities of links are interdependent, in contrast to
wireline networks.
To deal with the difference due to the wireless medium, there have been efforts in [30, 12] to develop
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a joint cross-layer scheme that decomposes the problem into congestion control at the transport layer and
scheduling at the MAC layer. Between them, the MAC layer scheduling is the major challenge of the entire
scheme because it is inherently a Weighted Independent Set problem which is NP-complete in general [15].
It is therefore a major challenge to realize the approach in a distributed manner.
There has been much research on the problem of scheduling wireless networks [47, 46, 31, 8]. In an
important paper, Tassiulas and Ephremides [47] provided a maximal-weighted scheduling algorithm that
attains the capacity region. Later, Tassiulas [46] reduced the complexity of this technique to linear time
and derived a randomized throughput-optimal scheduling algorithm. However, both algorithms need global
computation in each slot and essentially work only in a centralized manner. In a recent work [31], Lin and
Shroff have provided a distributed maximal matching scheduling strategy that guarantees at least half of
the capacity region for the special case of the node-exclusive model. Sanghavi, Bui and Srikant [40] have
improved the approach such that it can achieve the throughput region with constant overhead. However,
these specific models only partially characterize interference. Chaporkar, Kar and Sarkar [8] study the
problem under a more realistic pairwise interference model. They showed that a distributed approximation
approach attains a guaranteed fraction of the maximum throughput. From the above references, it can be
seen that many scheduling mechanisms proposed in earlier work fall in two categories: either they achieve
the optimal solution but are too complicated to be implemented, or they provide an approximation solution
with a certain performance guarantee.
In this chapter, we take an alternative approach that pursues the original approach of Kelly [23] in such
a way that it avoids the difficulties and counterexamples exhibited in [39]. We simplify the optimization
problem itself such that the solution of the new problem is guaranteed to be a fraction of the optimal solution
of the original problem. The fraction depends on the maximum “interference degree” of the network defined
in [8], where the interference degree of a link i is defined as the maximum number of links that all interfere
with link i, but such that they do not interfere with each other. Based on a simplified problem which reduces
the interference allowed, we propose a scheme which combines congestion control and random access MAC.
The congestion control mechanism gradually updates the flow rate depending on the aggregate congestion
price so that it converges to an optimal solution. Compared to backpressure-based algorithms [30, 12, 32],
our congestion controller is similar to Kelly’s model [23]. Thus, we believe that our flow controller could
potentially be realized by TCP-like mechanisms. Moreover, our approach decouples routing to prevent
the oscillation problem due to the inherent routing loops, observed in the backpressure-based algorithms
[32]. Our MAC layer design is based on a CSMA-based random access MAC mechanism. Therefore, the
implementation of our scheme does not require a synchronized slotted system.
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We analyze the performance of the proposed scheme, and theoretically prove the stability and optimality
of the system with respect to the simplified model.
2.2 Problem Statement
Let S denote the set of flows in the network. Let xs denote the flow rate of s ∈ S normalized so that
0 ≤ xs ≤ 1. We assume the routes of these flows are determined a priori. Essentially, without loss of
generality, this is assumed since it can ensure the desirable property that there are no routing loops. A route
r is a non-empty subset of V, and we write R for the set of possible routes. For ease of presentation (only),
we associate a flow s with a single route r(s). One can extend the results to the multipath scenario. Let
A = [ais] denote the routing matrix in which ais = 1 if link i ∈ route r(s), and ais = 0 otherwise. Note that
a link serves multiple flows. We refer to w(i) as the set of flows that use link i.
We associate a utility function Us(xs) with each flow, which is a twice differentiable, strictly concave,
nondecreasing function of the mean flow rate, xs, such that there exists a constant C˜ for which
0 < − 1
U ′′s (x)
≤ C˜ <∞,∀x ∈ [0, 1]. (2.1)
Our goal is to design a distributed mechanism consisting of joint congestion control and random access MAC
such that the flow rate vector, x, maximizes the sum of the utilities of the flows:
max
x∈Λ
∑
s∈S Us(xs), (2.2)
where Λ denotes the capacity region.
Let yi be the utilization of link i, i.e., the fraction of time during which link i occupies the channel and
transmits packets. We approximate the original problem by imposing the following constraints:
∑
j∈N ′(i) yj ≤ 1,∀i ∈ V. (2.3)
This subset is basically a first-order approximation to the capacity region that ignores the possibility of
concurrent transmission inside neighbor sets N (i). These linear constraints (2.3) define a convex polyhedron
which is a subset of the capacity region. The advantage of our approach, as we show below, is that the
problem is significantly simplified under these constraints. Note in particular that the solution of the
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problem is always feasible. We describe the simplified optimization problem as follows:
max
∑
s∈S Us(xs) (2.4)
s.t. Ax ≤ y (2.5)
Ty ≤ e (2.6)
0 ≤ xs, yi ≤ 1,∀i ∈ V,∀s ∈ S, (2.7)
where e is a column vector whose components are all one, and the constraint (2.5) is due to the fact that
the traffic arrival rate should not be greater than the service rate for otherwise the system will not be stable.
Note that a similar constraint is considered in [23, 30]. The constraint (2.6) follows from the interference
constraint (2.3).
We refer to the above optimization problem (2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7) as the primal problem. This problem is
strictly convex because all constraints are linear and the objective function is strictly concave. There exists
a unique optimizer x∗ that solves the primal problem.
We apply duality theory and associate Lagrange multipliers µ and λ with constraints (2.5) and (2.6),
respectively. The Lagrangian is
L(x,y;µ, λ) =
∑
s∈S Us(xs) + µ
T (y −Ax) + λT (e− Ty). (2.8)
The dual problem is of the following form:
D(µ, λ) = max0≤xs≤1
∑
s∈S(Us(xs)−
∑
i∈r(s) µixs) (2.9)
+max0≤yi≤1
∑
i∈V(µi −
∑
j∈N ′(i) λj)yi +
∑
i∈V λi. (2.10)
We can interpret the decomposed dual problem as follows. The term (2.9) represents a congestion control
subproblem where each source node adjusts its flow rate xs according to the cumulative dual price
∑
i∈r(s) µi.
Later, we will show that the dual price µ can be interpreted as a queue length. Note that this interpretation
is exactly the same as the one in [23] which establishes the foundation of TCP. This implies that any TCP-like
protocol could be adopted to solve the subproblem (2.9).
The term (2.10) represents a link scheduling subproblem. Different from existing work [12, 8, 30], we
adopt a CSMA-based random access MAC to solve the scheduling subproblem, as we describe more formally
in Section 2.3.2. This approach is intended to ensure that this scheme is implementable through standard
mechanisms already in use. Each link i accesses the channel with a probability pi. The value of pi is
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determined by the target utilization yi. Each link i adapts its target utilization yi according to the dual
price µ and λ. Later, we will show that λi reflects the contention status around link i.
The primal problem (2.4) is a convex program with linear constraints and no duality gap. Also, because
all constraints are linear, there exists a quadruple (x∗,y∗, µ∗, λ∗) that solves both the primal problem and
the dual problem.
2.3 Distributed Algorithm
In this section, we describe the cross-layer scheme for the wireless network, which comprises of a congestion
controller and a contention based MAC.
2.3.1 Congestion Controller
In our scheme, the congestion control mechanism is to measure the congestion level of the route and gradually
increase/decrease the rates of flows so that they evolve towards the optimal fair rate as described in Section
2.2. Different from [12], our congestion control mechanism adapts the rate of the flows depending on the
aggregate congestion price. Since our congestion control subproblem has the same form as the NETWORK
problem in [23], our mechanism, in principle, is similar to the window-based congestion control algorithm
implemented in many versions of TCP which adjust a flow’s rate based on the aggregate congestion indicator,
through feedback.
We assume that each node maintains a queue for each link originating from the node. Let qi[t] denote
the normalized queue length of link i at time t. The interval [t, t+1] could be considered as a “TCP”-round,
for example as the analog of a “round-trip time” in TCP. The normalization of qi is with respect to the
interval. At the end of t, we assume that flow s has received feedback messages which indicate the queue
length information on its route. Then the flow determines its data rate for t+ 1 by:
xs[t+ 1] = {xs[t] + α(K1U ′s(xs[t])−
∑
i∈r(s) qi[t])}10, (2.11)
where the notation {x}ba denotes the truncation of x to the interval [a, b].
2.3.2 Cooperative Random Access MAC
We use a random access mechanism to solve the scheduling subproblem (2.10) in a distributed manner.
Thus, our mechanism is compatible with the IEEE 802.11 physical layer technology, except that we assume
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an enhanced carrier-sensing technique that provides full awareness of a link’s neighbor set N , as defined in
Section 2.2. The enhanced CSMA protocol keeps sensing the channel. If the channel is busy (i.e., at least
one of interfering links is transmitting), it defers its transmission; else if the channel is idle, it attempts with
probability p. Our random access MAC’s goal is to determine the attempt probability p so that the link can
achieve the target utilization y.
Our mechanism employs two variables, a target utilization yi[t], and a contention price λ˜i[t]. A link i
periodically exchanges the contention price λ˜i[t] with its neighbors and gradually adjusts the target utilization
yi[t] by the following algorithm:
yi[t+ 1] = {yi[t] + α(K2 qi[t]K1 −
∑
j∈N ′(i) λ˜[t]j)}10, (2.12)
where α,K2 > 0. Note that we use λ˜ in the equation to differentiate it from λ in the dual problem.
We assume that our MAC mechanism not only exchanges price λ˜[t], but also exchanges the value of
target utilization y[t] with neighbors. Upon receiving the update, each link updates its dual price λ˜i[t + 1]
by a subgradient algorithm:
λ˜i[t+ 1] = {λ˜i[t] + (
∑
j∈N ′(i) yj [t]− 1)}∞0 . (2.13)
The interpretation of this equation is as follows. The dual price λi[t] can be viewed as an indicator that
reflects the contention level of the channel shared by N ′(i). Once we determine the target y, the attempt
rate is obtained by
pi[t] =
yi[t]
TsTidle(i)
,
where Ts is the normalized average transmission time, and Tidle(i) is the channel idle time fraction from link
i’s view. Note that a carrier-sense mechanism can measure Tidle(i) by sensing the channel.
In contrast, 1−∑j∈N ′(i) yj [t] is the target channel idle time fraction. If the cumulative target utilization
is larger than 1, it signifies that the channel resource is being overused, and that one should therefore increase
its price λi. On the other hand, if the cumulative utilization is less than 1, one should decrease the price in
order to encourage the network to utilize the remaining resource. Although different, the target idle time is
related to actual idle time. This suggests that a more sophisticated mechanism could use actual channel idle
time fraction as an indicator to increase/decrease its price λ. In this thesis, however, we choose to directly
adjust λ as in (2.13), for ease of proof.
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2.3.3 Evolution of Queues
We have described two mechanisms: a congestion controller at every source node which keeps track of the
cumulative queue length over its route, and uses that information to update the data rate of its flow in an
iterative manner; and a cooperative random access MAC at each node which observes its own queue length,
and uses this information, as well as the contention price from its neighbors, to gradually adjust the channel
attempt probability. Thus the normalized queue length q[t] is the key to link the two algorithms and drive
the local solutions towards globe optimality. For each link i, the evolution of qi[t] is given by
qi[t+ 1] = {qi[t] + (
∑
j∈w(i) aij [t]− si[t])}∞0 , (2.14)
where w(i) denote the set of flows that use link i, aij [t] denotes the arrival traffic rate from flow j, and
si[t] denotes the actual service rate of link i. The gap between the actual service rate si[t] and the target
utilization yi[t] is due to the fact that when qi[t] = 0, the system can only perform virtual service. Since
incoming traffic is from the upstream links, 0 ≤ aij [t] ≤ 1. Note that (2.14) is not a part of our scheme, it
is automatically achieved by the FIFO buffer implemented in current networks.
2.4 Algorithm Analysis
In this section, we first analyze the joint congestion control and random access MAC scheme with discrete-
time model, and then we establish the performance lower bound of the algorithm. The outlines of the
technical arguments are similar to [8] though the algorithm is very different.
2.4.1 Analysis of Stability
First we present a lemma that has been proved in [8].
Lemma 1. There exists a positive constant B <∞ such that the following holds for all t:
∑
i∈V
qi[t](si[t]−
∑
j∈w(i)
aij [t]) ≥
∑
i∈V
qi[t](yi[t]−
∑
j∈w(i)
aij [t])−B.
This gives a relationship between the actual service rate s and the target service rate y, which will be
used to prove the subsequent theorems. We next establish the ultimate boundedness of the queue lengths
and contention prices, and hence the stability of the system.
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Proposition 1. For K1 ≥ K2 > 0, there exists a positive constant c(K1,K2) <∞ such that
lim supt→∞
∑
i∈V(q
2
i [t] + λ˜
2
i [t]) ≤ c(K1,K2), (2.15)
where c(K1,K2) is O(K21 ).
Proof. Let fs[t] denote the amount of traffic generated by flow s that has not yet left the network.
Since fs[t] is distributed along route r(s), the following inequality must hold: fs[t] ≤
∑
i∈r(s) qi[t].
Moreover, xs[t] ≤ 1 and U ′s(xs[t]) ≤ U ′s[0]. Thus, by the algorithm (2.11), if αfs[t] ≥ 1 + αK1U ′s(0), then
xs[t+1] = 0. This implies that if the traffic buildup in the network is sufficiently large, then the corresponding
flow will no longer inject packets into the network. Using this fact, we can see that αfs[t] ≤ 1 + αK1U ′s(0).
This means that all queue lengths are bounded. Note that queues are comprised by the traffic in the
network. So
∑
i∈V qi[t] =
∑
s∈S fs[t]. We set c1(K1) := |S|(1/α + K1U ′s(0))2. Therefore, we have the
following inequalities
∑
i∈V
q2i [t] ≤ (
∑
i∈V
qi[t])2 = (
∑
s∈S
fs[t])2 ≤ |S|
∑
s∈S
f2s [t] ≤ c1(K1).
We have shown that
∑
i∈V q
2
i [t] is O(K21 ). Next we need to shown that
∑
i∈V λ˜
2
i [t] is also of the order of
K21 .
The proof is similar to the preceding. Considering the algorithm (2.12), we can see that when λ˜i[t] ≥
(1+αK2qi[t]/K1)/α, then yj [t+1] = 0,∀j ∈ N ′(i). Note that we have shown that qi[t] is O(K1). It follows
that (1 + αK2qi[t]/K1)/α is also O(K1). Therefore, we can find c2(K1,K2) = O(K21 ) (assume K1 ≥ K2)
such that
∑
i∈V λ˜
2
i [t] ≤ c2(K1,K2). Set c(K1,K2) := c1(K1)+c2(K1+K2), and the proposition follows.
2.4.2 Performance Guarantee
To analyze the performance of the scheme, let us suppose that there exists an arbitrary algorithm M which
solves the original problem (2.2), i.e., that there exists an algorithm that achieves the optimal fair flow rate
under the capacity region Λ defined in [8, 30]. In particular, we assume algorithm M can instantly schedule
the maximal-weighted independent set so as to maximize the utilization of network resource. Let x˜∗ be the
optimal fair rate.
We show that our algorithm guarantees a fraction of 1/I(G) of the optimal fair rate x˜∗. Before providing
the formal proof, we first describe the intuition behind it. From (2.4), we see that our simplified model
replaces the interference constraints with a set of linear constraints. This approximation essentially ignores
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the possibility of concurrent transmission in a neighbor set. For an arbitrary wireless network, preventing
the concurrent transmissions in a neighbor set of a link, even though they do not interfere with each other,
could reduce a link throughput to 1/I(G). Thus, in the worst case, the flow throttled by the link only attains
1/I(G) fraction of the optimal rate.
Before proving the main theorem, we first need a lemma.
Lemma 2. If xo is the maximal fair rate, then the following condition holds for every link i:
∑
j∈N ′(i)
∑
s∈w(j) x
o
s ≤ I(G). (2.16)
Proof. Suppose there exists a link i such that
∑
j∈N ′(i)
∑
s∈w(j) x
o
s > I(G). (2.17)
Since at most I(G) links in N ′(i) can be concurrently scheduled, it follows that there exists at least one link
j ∈ N ′(i) such that its queue length is unbounded as t→∞, and hence the network is unstable at xo.
Theorem 1. In any wireless network, if the optimal algorithm M attains the fair rate xo, then x := xo/I(G)
can be served by our algorithm.
Proof. Consider a flow rate vector x = xo/I(G). Following from Lemma 3, we have
∑
j∈N ′(i)
∑
s∈w(j) xs ≤ 1. (2.18)
Thus, x is feasible for the simplified problem (2.4) since it belongs to the feasible region of the primal problem.
Then the following inequality holds, x ≤ x∗,where x∗ denotes the optimal solution to (2.4). According to
Theorem 1, we know that our algorithm can approach arbitrarily close to x∗, and hence can serve x. As K1
is sufficiently large, the lower bound is tight.
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Chapter 3
Joint Power Selection and Random
Access MAC
In this chapter we address the problem of how nodes should choose the power levels of their transmissions.
In wireless networks, how to select transmit power that maximizes throughput is a challenging problem.
On one hand, transmissions at a high power level could increase interference to others; on the other hand,
transmissions at a low power level are prone to being interfered by others. All prior works consider this
problem as a search for a fixed optimal power setting that maximizes communication spatial reuse. In
this chapter, we pursue a novel approach that combines power selection with a random medium access
mechanism. For each transmission, a node randomly selects a transmit power from all available power levels
to access the medium. In this way, all combinations of network power settings could be selected with some
probability. Using a recently developed Markov chain model, we derive a distributed scheme that determines
the access probabilities of each power setting, according to the arrival rate of traffic and the service rate
achieved by the scheme. We show that the scheme always converges to the optimal solution. Moreover,
we also show that the random scheme can attain the maximal throughput region that can be obtained by
any time sharing between power settings, and which is consequently larger than the region any fixed power
setting can achieve.
3.1 Introduction
Power selection in wireless networks that chooses the transmit power for each packet is of foremost importance
to maximize network capacity [16]. Since transmit power determines interference among wireless links [6],
in principle it ought to be cooperatively selected so as to increase the level of spatial reuse. However, the
problem is complex because changing power not only affects the local link’s capability to tolerate interference
but also alters its interference with others.
This problem has been recognized in [6], and then extensively studied in [36, 13]. If characterize inter-
ference relationships by a conflict graph [19], then these existing approaches essentially pursue a fixed power
assignment such that its corresponding conflict graph contains the largest independent set. In general, how-
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ever, such a conflict graph may not be unique. For instance, consider the scenario in Figure 3.1. If link
1 chooses power level pA to transmit, then link 1 and link 3 can transmit concurrently. If link 1 chooses
power level pB , then link 1 and link 2 can transmit concurrently. The example shows that although the two
conflict graphs are different, they both allow two concurrent transmissions at the same time. The immediate
question is which one is better? The answer should depend on the traffic demand on each wireless link; e.g.
if link 3 has more traffic demand than link 2, the network will perform better with the second conflict graph.
Furthermore, we argue that the optimal strategy should combine the two conflict graphs and schedule them
according to the traffic demand.
Scheduling wireless links to achieve the maximal throughput, even for a fixed power configuration, is a
hard problem [19]. A few deterministic schemes have been proposed, e.g., [?, 33]. There are also several
randomized algorithms, e.g., [?, 35, 41, ?]. All above scheduling schemes either work only for special
interference models or require fully synchronized slotted systems, and therefore none of them works for the
asynchronous distributed networks. On the other hand, however, CSMA (carrier sense multiple access)
type random access protocols are widely used in practice (e.g., IEEE802.11) because they can be easily
implemented in a distributed manner. Recently, [29] proposed a Markov chain model to analyze the idealized
CSMA-based random access protocols. Based on the model, [20] later developed an algorithm to adaptively
change the attempt probability to meet the traffic demand without explicitly knowing the arrival rates. In
[20], the authors show that the algorithm can achieve throughput optimal despite operating in a distributed
manner. In other words, the algorithm can serve any arrival rate if this rate is within the capacity region.
However, all these scheduling algorithms assume a fixed power assignment, and hence a fixed conflict graph.
As discussed before, incorporating power control into scheduling could further improve the throughput.
In this chapter, we introduce a random power access scheme that combines power control and multiple
access control. The basic design of the scheme is similar to CSMA-based random access protocols. Let us
assume that transmit power is chosen from a finite number of power levels. Before transmitting a packet,
a node (sender of a link) senses whether the channel is busy. When the node detects that the channel is
idle, it will randomly initialize a back-off timer for each power level, and when a back-off timer reaches zero,
transmits at the corresponding power level. While the node is transmitting, other power levels suspend
their back-off processes and resume them when the channel is idle again. Based on the same model as
in [29, 20], we derive a fully distributed algorithm that adaptively changes the parameters of the random
access mechanism according to the local traffic demand. We show that the scheme can achieve the maximal
throughput region in the sense that network is stabilized for any arrival rate that can be served by any
time sharing between power settings, and which is consequently larger than that any fixed power setting can
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achieve. Therefore, the random power access scheme can serve the traffic rates that are not feasible with
any of the fixed power assignments. We prove that the algorithm asymptotically converges to the optimal
solution. Finally, all the theoretical results are verified by simulations.
3.2 Motivating Example
Figure 3.1: Three Link Example (a): All three
links use the same transmit power level pA. As-
sume link 2 interferes with link 1, and link 3 in-
terferes with link 2. Then only link 1 and link 3
can send packets concurrently.
Figure 3.2: Three Link Example (b): Link 1
increases its transmit power level to pB , where
pB > pA. Assume pB is selected such that link
2 does not interfere with link 1. However, link 1
could interfere with link 3 if pB is large.
Let us start with a simple example that motivates the power selection investigation. Consider the scenario
in Figure 3.1. Without loss of generality, let the bandwidth of each link l be 1. Assume that when all three
links select the same power to transmit packets, there are two interference-free transmission states: either
link 1 and link 3 can transmit concurrently, or link 2 transmits alone. Let vector x1 = [1, 0, 1] and vector
x2 = [0, 1, 0] represent the above two states respectively, where the value 1 (or 0) indicates the corresponding
link is active (or inactive). For instance, x1(1) = 1 means that link 1 is active in state 1. Thus, the network
can achieve a throughput region by time sharing between the two states. More formally, the maximum
throughput under the power setting is characterized as the set of all convex combinations of the two vectors
x1 and x2:
~λ[pA,pA,pA] = α1[1, 0, 1] + α2[0, 1, 0], (3.1)
where α1+α2 = 1, with α1, α2 ≥ 0. If the traffic arrival rate is within this region, then it is possible to serve
it; otherwise, it is not possible to serve it. For example, if we ignore the scheduling overhead, the network
in Figure 3.1 can serve traffic of rate [0.5, 0.5, 0.5], but cannot serve [1.0, 0.5, 0.5].
Now assume link 1 can transmit with a higher power level pB . When it selects pB , the transmission of
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link 2 cannot interfere with link 1’s transmission because the receiving power at r1 has been strengthened.
However, increasing power for a node may cause interference to others. We assume that when link 1 uses
transmit power pB , it interferes with link 3, as shown in Figure 3.2. One can see that now link 1 and link 2
can transmit concurrently without interfering with each other, but link 3 should not transmit when either
link 1 or link 2 are transmitting because of interference. Thus, the maximum throughput consists of vectors
of the form:
~λ[pB ,pA,pA] = α1[1, 1, 0] + α2[0, 0, 1]. (3.2)
One may ask which power level is better for link 1, pA or pB? Indeed, we cannot tell which one is better
because both regions contain some points that the other does not contain. Therefore, any fixed power setting
(either [pA, pA, pA] or [pB , pA, pA]) is not throughput optimal.
Note that in the above example, one can achieve the optimal throughput if the transmit power of link 1
is allowed to switch between pA and pB . When the power selection scheme cooperates with the transmission
scheduling perfectly, the maximum throughput consists of vectors of the form:
~λ[pA∪pB ,pA,pA] = β1~λ[pA,pA,pA] + β2~λ[pB ,pA,pA] (3.3)
= γ1[1, 0, 1] + γ2[1, 1, 0],
where β1+β2 = 1, with β1, β2 ≥ 0, and γ1+γ2 = 1, with γ1, γ2 ≥ 0. Obviously, this throughput contains both
forms of vectors ~λ[pA,pA,pA] and ~λ[pB ,pA,pA]. Moreover, it also contains some points that are not contained
in either of them, e.g., [1.0, 0.5, 0.5]. Thus, the vectors of the form ~λ[pA∪pB ,pA,pA] constitute the optimal
throughput region for this network. This motivates our goal of fully utilizing available power levels, and
thereby achieving the optimal throughput region in arbitrary networks.
3.3 System Model
We now describe the system model.
3.3.1 Interference Model
This section describes the interference model we consider.
In general, interference is affected by several factors such as channel status, noise, distance and transmit
power. In this chapter, we concern ourselves only with transmit power and assume all other factors are
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static. Thus, the change of interference relationships is solely due to the change of transmit powers. We
assume that a number of discrete power levels are available at each wireless network interface card. For
example, the Cisco Aironet 350 series cards allow the transmit power level to be set to one of 1, 5, 20, 30, 50,
and 100 mW. More formally, we assume there are K available power levels, and let P denote the set of these
power levels. We model a wireless network as the set of wireless links denoted by V , and set N = |V |. If
each link independently selects its transmit power, there are KN possibilities of power settings. Denote the
m-th power setting by a N × 1 vector ~pm = [pm(1), pm(2), ..., pm(N)], where pm(i) ∈ P .
We use the signal-to-interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) model to determine pairwise interference rela-
tionships. A link i interferes with a link j if and only if
p(j)/dαj
N0 + p(i)/dαij
< SINRthreshold, (3.4)
where p(j) and p(i) are the transmit powers of link j and link i, α is the path loss exponent, N0 is the noise,
dj is the distance between the sender and the receiver of link j, dij is the distance between the sender of
link i and the receiver of link j. The LHS of (3.4) is the SINR at the receiver of link j when link i and link j
transmit packets concurrently. If this ratio is less than a certain threshold, denoted by SINRthreshold, then the
receiver of link j cannot decode the received signal, and this transmission is considered to be unsuccessful.
A link i is a conflicting neighbor of a link j if either link i interferes with link j, or link j interferes with link
i. Based on this model, we can form a conflict graph as follows. Let a vertex in V represent a link in the
wireless network, with an edge connecting two vertices if they are conflicting neighbors of each other. These
vertices and edges form a graph G(V,E), where E denotes the set of edges. We call G(V,E) the conflict
graph. If two vertices share an edge in the graph, then the links that they represent should not transmit
concurrently or else, at least one of their transmissions will fail. Since the interference relation is determined
by transmit power, if the number of available power levels is more than one, as we assume, then different
power settings could yield different conflict graphs. Thus, E is a function of power vector ~pm. We denote
G(~pm) = G(V,E(~pm)) as the conflict graph of the network that employs power setting ~pm.
Note that our interference model does not consider cumulative interference. We study only pairwise
interference for ease of analysis. Therefore, one can view the maximal throughput under the pairwise
interference model as an upper bound on that under the cumulative interference model.
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3.3.2 Maximal Throughput Region
For ease of analysis, we assume that the data rates of all links are 1. We note that one can extend the results
of this work to the multi-rate scenario.
Assume that G(~pm) has a class of Nm Independent Sets (IS) denoted by Xm. Note that in this thesis an
Independent Set is not the “Maximal Independent Set.” Associate the n-th IS with a 0-1 vector ~xn ∈ {0, 1}N
that indicates which links are transmitting in this IS. The i-th element of ~xn, xni = 1 if link i is transmitting,
and xni = 0 otherwise. Similar to [20], we refer to xn as a “transmission state,” and xni as “transmission state
of link i.”
Given a power setting ~pm, we can characterize its maximal throughput region as the following:
Λ~pm = {~λ|~0 ¹ ~λ ¹
Nm∑
n=1
αn~x
n(~pm)},
where ~a ¹ ~b denotes that denotes that a(i) ≤ b(i) for all i, where a(i) and b(i) are the i-th components of
~a and ~b respectively. The coefficient αn is the fraction of time that the network is in transmission state xn.
For example, (3.1) gives the throughput region under the power setting (pA, pA, pA).
If we let βm be the fraction of time that the network employs power setting ~pm, m = 1, 2, ...,M , where
M = KN , then the maximal throughput region is
Λ∗ = { ~λ∗| ~λ∗ ∈
M∑
m=1
βmΛ~pm}, (3.5)
where
∑M
m=1 βm = 1, and ∀m ∈ M,βm ≥ 0. We say that a region Λ dominates a region Θ if for any point
θ ∈ Θ, there exists a point λ ∈ Λ such that θ ¹ λ. It is clear to see that Λ∗ dominates Λ~pm , for all m ∈M .
3.4 Random Power Selection for Maximal Throughput
3.4.1 Generic Conflict Graph
As mentioned in Section 3.1, [20, 29] use a Markov random field model to analyze CSMA-based wireless
networks. In order to leverage this model, we propose a generic conflict graph G′ to capture the interference
relationships in a multi-power network. With each physical link we associate multiple virtual links, where
each virtual link corresponds to a power level that the physical link can select. Since these virtual links
correspond to the same actual link, they cannot transmit concurrently, and should therefore be considered as
neighbors conflicting with each other in G′. If we let a vertex denote a virtual link in G′, then an actual link
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is represented by a clique whose size is equal to the number of its power levels. We identify the conflicting
neighbors of these virtual links by (3.4), and add an edge between two vertices if they conflict. In this way,
we construct a single graph G′(V ′, E′) that characterizes the conflict relationships in a network with multiple
powers. Note that V ′ = V × P . Let IS′ be the class of independent sets in G′, and set M := |IS′|. Denote
xm as the m-th Independent Set. We will refer to xm as a transmission state. Associate xm with an N by
K matrix Xm = [xmik], whose entries are binary valued either 0 or 1, where i is the index of link and k is the
index of power level, where xmik = 1 if the vertex of link i with power pk belongs to the m-th Independent
Set, and xmik = 0 otherwise.
3.4.2 Basis of Random Power Access
The idea for our random power selection scheme comes from the CSMA type random access protocols such
as IEEE 802.11. In a CSMA-based network, each wireless link can instantaneously become aware of the
transmissions of its conflicting neighbors through carrier sensing. We make a similar but stronger assumption
that each virtual link can independently carrier-sense the transmission of any of its conflicting neighbors.
Like IEEE 802.11, our scheme sets up a back-off timer tik for each virtual link. The timer is chosen randomly
from an exponential distribution with mean 1/Rik. For each virtual link, if none of its conflicting neighbors
is active, then it waits (or backs-off) for tik, and then starts its transmission. During the back-off if some
conflicting neighbor starts transmitting, then the virtual link pauses its back-off, and resumes it when none
of its conflicting neighbors is active. Notice that because the back-off timer is chosen from a continuous-time
distribution, the probability of two links having the same timer is zero, and hence there is no collision. This
idealized continuous-time model removes the effect of packet collisions and is focused on the interaction
between wireless links. Reference [29] shows that this model actually matches with NS-2 simulator pretty
well in terms of the throughput. The reason is that in a large CSMA-based network, the mutual interference
is the dominating factor that limits the network throughput. We also assume that the transmission time
is exponentially distributed with mean 1. Based on these assumptions, we adopt the CSMA Markov chain
model to solve our problem.
3.4.3 Idealized Markov Chain Model
This subsection introduces the idealized CSMA Markov chain model that has been recently developed by
[20, 29]. We use this model to analyze our power selection scheme.
We model a packet transmission duration as exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1.
Since the back-off timer tik and transmission time are both continuous exponentially distributed random
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Figure 3.3: Markov Chain of transition states
variables with means 1/Rik and 1, the transmission state and its transition form a continuous-time Markov
chain. In state xm, suppose xmik = 0 and none of its conflicting neighbors is active. Then x
m
ik transitions to
1 (be active) at rate Rik, which makes x(m+1) as the same with xm at all components except x
(m+1)
ik = 1.
Similarly, if xmij = 1 at state xm, then xm will transition to x(m−1) at rate 1, where x(m−1) is the same with
xm at all components except x(m−1)ij = 0.
As an example, Figure 3.3 plots the Markov Chain of the network shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Each
state in the Markov Chain represents a transmission state. For instance, state [[0, 0], 0, 0] means that there
is no transmission, state[[1, 0], 0, 0] means that link 1 is transmitting at power level pA, and state [[1, 0], 0, 1]
means that link 1 at pA and link 3 at pA are transmitting concurrently. Any transmission state that is not
plotted in this Markov Chain is not a valid state because of carrier-sensing. Notice that we use A,B as
indices of power in the figure only for consistency with Figures 3.1 and 3.2. In the rest of thesis, we still use
notation Rik, where i indicates link i, and k indicates power level k.
Following the same argument as in [29, 20], the detailed balance property holds in this Markov Chain.
Moreover, reference [29] points out that due to Markov random field property the stationary distribution
can be written as a product form, as follows. Denote rik = logRik. Let ~p = [p1, p2, ..., pM ] be the stationary
distribution of the Markov Chain. From detailed balance, for all m ∈ IS′,
pm(r) =
exp(
∑N
i=1
∑K
k=1 x
m
ikrik)
B(r)
, (3.6)
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where
B(r) =
M∑
n=1
exp(
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
xnikrik). (3.7)
For example, in Figure 3.3,
B(r) = 1 +RA1 +R
A
2 +R
A
3 +R
B
1 +R
A
1 R
A
3 +R
B
1 R
A
2 .
Thus, the stationary distribution of state [[0, 0], 0, 0], [[1, 0], 0, 0], [[0, 0], 1, 0] and [[0, 1], 1, 0] are 1/B(r),
RA1 /B(r), RA2 /B(r) and RB1 RA2 /B(r) respectively.
From the distribution of transmission state, one can compute the normalized throughput (or service rate)
of link i at pk as
sik =
N∑
m=1
xmikpm(r), (3.8)
and the total throughput of link i as
si =
K∑
k=1
sik. (3.9)
For example, in Figure 3.3, the service rate of link 1 at pA is (RA1 +RA1 RA3 )/B(r), and the total service rate
of link 1 is (RA1 +RB1 +RA1 RA3 +RB1 RA2 )/B(r).
3.4.4 Adaptive Algorithm for Maximal Throughput
Even though the Markov Chain satisfies detailed balance, to solve it directly is still difficult because it
requires global information and the number of transmission states increases exponentially with the network
size. Fortunately, [20] derives an adaptive algorithm to achieve maximal throughput that does not need to
solve the Markov Chain. We use a similar approach to derive our algorithm.
We study single-hop traffic, that is, packets independently arrive to each link, and once they are served,
they immediately leave the system. We assume the traffic arrivals follow a Poisson process which are
independently across links. Let λi denote the average arrival rate at link i, and ~λ = [λ1, λ2, ..., λN ] denote
the arrival rate vector of the network. We say that ~λ is feasible if and only if there exists {qm ≥ 0,∀m} with
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Figure 3.4: System Model: The arrival rate is split into K sub-rates, one for each power level. Also, each
link maintains K separate queues, one for each power level.
∑M
m=1 qm = 1 such that
λi ≤
K∑
k=1
M∑
m=1
xmikqm,∀i ∈ V. (3.10)
We call ~q the target transmission state distribution for ~λ. The goal of our algorithm is to select r so that
the actual distribution of state converges to the target distribution.
If we further assume that the arrival rate λi has been split into K sub-rates λik, one for each available
power, as shown in Figure 3.4, with
∑
k λik = λi, then the problem is identical to the one studied in [20].
However, the definition of feasible arrival rate vector has to be changed as follows. We say λ̂ := {λik|i =
1, 2, ..., N, k = 1, 2, ...,K} is feasible if and only if there exists {qm ≥ 0,∀m} with
∑M
m=1 qm = 1 such that
λik ≤
M∑
m=1
xmikqm,∀i ∈ V, ∀k ∈ P. (3.11)
This feasibility requirement is much stronger than (3.10). In other words, the arrival rate vector that is
feasible for the network may not be feasible for (3.11) if the rate is not properly split. We need to first solve
the simple problem in which the arrival traffic for each power level is not tunable, and later consider the
system where traffic rates for power levels can be adjust, while satisfying the total traffic constraint.
For the system that fixes arrival rate for each power, the arrival traffic has to satisfy the constraint (3.11)
so that the network can be stabilized. Stability requires that the service rate must be no less than the arrival
rate. Comparing (3.8) with (3.11), one can see that the problem is essentially reduced to making ~p equal to
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~q. This can be regarded as a Kullback-Leibler distance minimization problem:
max
r≥0
F (r) =
∑
m
qm log(pm(r)). (3.12)
Since both ~q and ~p are distributions, F (r) is maximized when ~q = ~p. Also, F (r) is concave in r. Therefore,
we can use a gradient method. Rewriting F (r) gives
F (r) =
∑
m
qm(
∑
i
∑
k
xmikrik − logB(r)) (3.13)
=
∑
i
∑
k
λikrik − log(
M∑
n=1
exp(
N∑
i=1
K∑
k=1
xnikrik)).
Differentiating it with respect to rik, we have
∂F (r)
∂rik
= λik −
∑
m x
m
ik exp(
∑
i
∑
k x
m
ikrik)
B(r)
= λik − sik(r). (3.14)
Therefore, a simple gradient algorithm to solve (3.12) is
rik(t+ 1) = rik(t) + α(t)(λik − sik(t)), (3.15)
where α > 0. This is the algorithm used by Jiang and Walrand [20]. They also present a variant of the
algorithm that sets r proportional to the queue size, because there is similarity between queue evolution and
r’s update equation (3.15). Notice that this algorithm is simple and requires only local information. Thus,
it is a distributed algorithm and easy to implement. Moreover, the algorithm is throughput optimal [20].
3.4.5 Arrival Rate Splitter
So far, under the restrictive constraint (3.11) we have transformed the power control problem to a random
multiple access problem. However, we still need to achieve the capacity region of (3.10).
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To this end, let us consider the following optimization problem:
max
∑
m
qˆm log pm(r) (3.16)
subject to
∑
m
xik qˆm ≥ λik,∀i, k (3.17)∑
k
λik = λi,∀i (3.18)
qˆm ≥ 0, λik ≥ 0,∀i, k,m.
In (3.18), the λi’s are given. They are link arrival rates. Note that in contrast to (3.12) both λik and qˆm
are decision variables in the problem (3.16) - (3.18). Moreover, it is not necessary that the qˆm’s sum to 1.
We denote by ~λ the vector [λi] and by λ̂ the array [λik].
Theorem 2. If ~λ is feasible, i.e., it satisfies constraint (3.10), then the optimal solution (r∗, qˆ∗, λ̂∗) for the
problem (3.16) - (3.18) yields a service rate si(r∗) =
∑
k sik(r
∗) for each i that is not less than the arrival
rate λi.
Proof. Let us rewrite (3.16) as ∑
n
qˆn
∑
m
qˆm∑
n qˆn
log pm(r).
It is maximized when pm(r) = qˆm∑
n qˆn
. Thus, we must have pm(r∗) =
qˆ∗m∑
n qˆ
∗
n
. In addition, since log pm ≤ 0,
smaller
∑
n qˆn implies larger (3.16).
Because (3.10) holds, there must exist a distribution q and λ̂ that satisfy both (3.17) and (3.18). Hence,
q and λ̂ are feasible for the optimization problem. As qˆ∗ is optimal,
∑
n qˆ
∗
n ≤
∑
n qn = 1 must hold because
(3.16) is decreasing in qˆn. By (3.8), the service rate at the optimal point is
sik(r∗) =
∑
m
xmikpm(r
∗) (3.19)
=
1∑
n qˆ
∗
n
∑
m
xmik qˆ
∗
m (3.20)
≥ 1∑
n qˆ
∗
n
λ∗ik (3.21)
≥ λ∗ik, (3.22)
where we have inequality (3.21) due to the constraint (3.17), and we have (3.22) because 0 <
∑
n qˆ
∗
n ≤ 1
(the problem is trivial if
∑
n qˆ
∗
n = 0). Therefore,
∑
k
sik(r∗) ≥
∑
k
λ∗ik = λi,∀i,
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and the conclusion follows.
Since (3.16) is concave, and both (3.17) and (3.18) are linear, the above is a convex optimization problem.
Our goal is to design a fully distributed and easy-to-implement algorithm. Although the Lagrangian method
can decompose the problem to some extent, it requires each subproblem to exchange Lagrange multiplers
with others, which could incur large communication overhead. Moreover, some variables are not available
to the system. For example, qˆ is not easy to obtain locally. We address this problem in the next subsection.
3.4.6 Design of Distributed Algorithm for Optimal Traffic Splitting
The design of a distributed algorithm is not an easy task. Fortunately, there is a surprisingly simple solution
that requires only local information for solving problem (3.16) - (3.18). We first describe the method and
later prove that it actually yields the optimal solution.
Consider the optimization problem (3.16) - (3.18). Suppose we choose some λ̂ satisfying (3.18), and set
qˆ := inf{q|
∑
m
xikqm ≥ λik,∀i, k}.
If it turns out that
∑
n qˆn ≤ 1, then the split according to λ̂ is a feasible solution and we are done.
However, in general we may have
∑
n qˆn > 1. If we now fix this qˆ and employ the gradient algorithm (3.15),
then it will drive pm(r) to qˆm/
∑
n qˆn. Simultaneously, the service rate will be driven to
sik =
∑
m x
m
ik qˆm∑
n qˆn
. (3.23)
We want qˆm to be as small as possible. However, it is lower-bounded by λik. Thus, some constraints must
be tight, i.e., for some i, k,
∑
m xik qˆm = λik. Substituting these “tight” constraints into (3.23), we have
sik = λik/
∑
n qˆn < λik. The observation suggests that (sik − λik) is a good indicator of the tightness of the
resource. In particular, if sik − λik < 0, it implies that this constraint is tight, and we need to shift some
traffic away from λik; on the other hand, if sik − λik > 0, it means that this constraint is “loose,” and we
can shift some traffic into it.
Based on this observation, we have the following traffic splitting algorithm:
λik(t+ 1) = λik(t) + cik(t)[sik(t)− λik(t)],∀i, k, (3.24)
where cik(t) is some small positive step size.
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Note that each time we update λik, the constraint (3.18) has to hold. Thus, cik(t) should be chosen such
that
∑
k
cik(t)[sik(t)− λik(t)] = 0,∀i. (3.25)
Now note that any nonnegative small {cik} that satisfies (3.25) is valid step size. We provide an algorithm
to choose cik(t) as follows. For ease of presentation, denote dik := sik(t)− λik(t),∀k.
Algorithm 1: Step Size Selection
input : d1, . . . , dK
output: c1, . . . , cK
If all dk ≥ 0 or all dk ≤ 0, then set ck := 0,∀k and return c1, . . . , cK .1
Else:2
For each k, if dk ≥ 0, put it into set Sp, else put it into set Sn.3
Set Ap :=
∑
k∈Sp dk, and set An :=
∑
k∈Sn dk.4
For each k ∈ Sp, set ck := −AnAp−An .5
For each k ∈ Sn, set ck := ApAp−An .6
Return c1, . . . , cK7
It is easy to verify the correctness of the algorithm. First, since Ap is positive and An is negative, both
−An
Ap−An and
Ap
Ap−An are positive. Second, substituting ck into the LHS of (3.25), we have
1
Ap −An (
∑
p∈Sp
(−An)dp +
∑
n∈Sn
(Ap)dn)
=
1
Ap −An (
∑
p∈Sp
(−
∑
n∈Sn
dn)dp +
∑
n∈Sn
(
∑
p∈Sp
dp)dn) = 0.
In summary, our random power access scheme is a combination of two algorithms, one adapts r and the
other splits ~λ. In particular, each virtual link adaptively updates r(t) by the algorithm given by (3.15).
For an actual link, if some sik(t)− λik(t) is positive while others are negative, then the algorithm given by
(3.24) is invoked to shift traffic among virtual links of this actual link. The step size of this shift algorithm
is decided by Algorithm 1. In the next section, we show that when combined the two algorithms converge
to the optimal solution, and hence achieve the ultimate capacity region.
3.5 Analysis of the Algorithms
We have presented a distributed power control scheme that consists of two algorithms operating in parallel.
Between them, we obtain the traffic shift algorithm (3.24). The algorithms have been designed individually,
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and what we now analyze is how they interact with each other when we jointly use both of them. In this
section we show that they converge to the optimal point.
We first present LaSalle’s invariance principle which is useful in analyzing the stability of differential
equations [24]. It states that for the differential equation x˙(t) = f(x(t)), if there exists a radially unbounded,
continuously differentiable, positive definite function Y : D → R such that Y˙ (y) ≤ 0 for all y ∈ D, then
every solution starting in D approaches the set M as t→∞, whereM is the largest invariant set contained
in the set of points where Y˙ (y) = 0.
To utilize this theorem, we assume that the updating speed is such that the evolutions of r and λ̂ are
characterized by the following continuous-time differential equations
r˙ik(t) = α(t)(λik(t)− sik(t)), (3.26)
and
λ˙ik(t) = cik(t)(sik(t)− λik(t)), (3.27)
for each i, k. Then, the following global asymptotic stability result holds.
Theorem 3. If ~λ is feasible, i.e., it satisfies constraint (3.10), then by algorithms (3.15) and (3.24), the
system (r(t), λ̂(t)) converges to an invariant set consisting of (r∗, λ̂∗) such that
∑
k sik(r
∗) = λi, for all
i ∈ V .
Proof. The proof is based on LaSalle’s invariance principle. Consider the following Lyapunov function:
Y (r, λ̂) := (3.28)∑
i∈V
∑
k∈P
(
∑
m∈M x
m
ikp
∗
m − λik)2
2cik
−
∑
m∈M
p∗m log pm(r)
α
,
where p∗m := pm(r∗) for all m, in which r∗ solves the optimization problem (3.16) - (3.18). It is easy to see
that this is a radially unbounded function.
Let us study its time-derivative
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Y˙ (r(t), λ̂(t))
=
∑
i
∑
k
[
∂Y
∂λik
λ˙ik(t) +
∂Y
∂rik
r˙ik(t)] (3.29)
=
∑
i
∑
k
[(
∑
m∈M
xmikp
∗
m − λik)(λik(t)− sik(t)) (3.30)
+ (
∑
m
xmikpm(r)−
∑
m
xmikp
∗
m)(λik(t)− sik(t))], (3.31)
where (3.31) follows from (3.13). By definition (3.8), it is easy to see that
∑
m x
m
ikpm(r) = sik(r). Therefore,
Y˙ (r(t), λ̂(t)) = −
∑
i
∑
k
(sik(t)− λik(t))2 ≤ 0.
This shows that Y˙ ≤ 0. In addition, it further implies that the set of {(r, λ̂) | Y˙ (r, λ̂) = 0} is
M := {(r, λ̂) | sik(r) = λik,∀i, k} (3.32)
Moreover, we can check that this whole set is invariant. Hence, it is the largest invariant set. By LaSalle’s
invariance principle (r, λ̂) converges to M as t → ∞. Moreover, ∑k λik = λi is enforced by Algorithm 1.
Therefore, the conclusion follows.
3.6 Simulation Results
In this section, we report on a simulation study carried out on a packet level simulator that we have written
in JAVA to validate the random power access scheme. We verify that this scheme can indeed serve input
traffic within the maximal throughput region Λ∗, show its convergence, and make some observations.
3.6.1 Simulation Setup
Our JAVA simulations assume that the full speed of transmission of each link is 1(data unit)/ms. Packet
sizes are exponentially distributed and the transmission times of all packets are exponentially distributed
with mean 0.5ms. The backoff time of link k is exponentially distributed with mean 0.05/erkms. All queues
are empty at the beginning, and the initial value of rk is 0 for all links k, which implies that every sender
picks P0 or P1 with equal probability at the beginning. The choice of rk is adjusted once every 10ms.
The network topology used in the simulation study is as follows. There are a total of sixteen nodes
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Table 3.1: Comparison of Λ0 and Λ135
Λ0 Λ135
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1, 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0, 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0,
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1, 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0, 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1,
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1, 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0, 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1,
0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0, 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0, 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0,
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0, 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0, 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0,
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Figure 3.5: Network Topology
forming eight sender-receiver pairs. The locations of the nodes are as shown in Figure 3.5. Each node can
set its power to P0 or P1, where P1=2×P0; hence there are totally sixteen links (two links corresponding
to each sender-receiver pair). Note that link 2i− 1 and 2i belong to the (same) ith sender-receiver pair. A
power setting pm is defined as
pm = (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8), (3.33)
where si=0 if the ith sender-receiver pair chooses P0 and si=1 otherwise. The capacity region for each power
setting (out of 256 possible ones) may vary a lot. For example, Table 3.1 compares the capacity regions of
two power settings. Recall that the network capacity region is obtained by a convex hull operation over the
class of maximal independent sets of its conflict graph. Table 3.1 gives the classes of maximal independent
sets under power settings p0=(00000000) and p135=(10000111) respectively. It is obvious that Λ0 ⊂ Λ135.
In the following section we will verify the performance of the random power access scheme under the
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Table 3.2: Performance Summary
sender-receiver index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
input traffic 0.55 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.52 0.3 0.3
served traffic 0.549 0.299 0.463 0.500 0.432 0.55 0.300 0.301
(including dummy packets)
average queue size 193 220 5 131 8 25 198 195
average r of link using P0 2.33 1.13 0.004 0.98 0.027 0.019 1.89 0.59
average r of link using P1 1.12 2.65 0.002 0.899 0.006 0.085 1.01 0.25
input traffic most difficult to serve. We will choose an traffic λ that is within the maximal throughput region
Λ∗ as defined in (3.5), but which is not in the capacity region of any single power setting. We have calculated
Λ∗ and experimented with extensive qualifying input traffic. Our scheme can handle most of them as long
as λ is not too close to the boundary of Λ∗. Because of space limitations, we will only show the performance
of the scheme under one input traffic vector.
3.6.2 Performance Evaluation
Consider the input traffic vector λ = (0.55 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.52 0.3 0.3), which is within Λ∗ but not in any
Λpm . Table 3.2 summarizes the performance. All the averaged values are calculated over a period of 100
seconds after they become stable. It is obvious that traffic with heavier demand is well served. Some links
have larger throughput than requested because in our scheme when a node obtains the channel, it sends
“dummy” packets if its queue is empty, and such dummy packets are counted in the total throughput. In
order to better demonstrate the stability of the scheme, we plot the evolution of queue size in Figure 3.6,
and the evolution of the corresponding r parameter in Figure 3.7. Due to space limitations we only show
statistics from six links (three sender-receiver pairs). We can see that the r vector converges to a bounded
vector quite rapidly. Another observation is that the r value is proportional to its average queue length,
which agrees with our analytical model, as well as the observation in [20, 29]. We also note that the queue
size oscillates quite severely around its mean value. One possible explanation is that it is caused by the
delay of switching between multiple power settings.
To summarize, the simulation results appear to validate our random power access scheme.
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Figure 3.6: Queue length evolution for the 2nd, 4th, 6th sender-receiver pair
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Chapter 4
Queueing Delays in Random Access
WLAN
In this chapter we address the problem of how to choose the contention windows of nodes so that the mean
delays are as specified.
Due to the rapid growth of real-time applications and the ubiquity of IEEE 802.11 MAC as a layer-2
protocol for wireless local area networks (WLANs), it is of increasing interest to support quality of service
(QoS) in such WLANs. In this chapter, we develop a simple but accurate enough analytical model for pre-
dicting queueing delay in non-homogeneous random access based WLANs. This leads to tractable solutions
for meeting queueing delay specifications of a number of flows. Using this model, we address the feasibility
problem of whether the mean delays required by a set of inelastic flows can be guaranteed in WLANs. Based
on the model and feasibility analysis, we further develop an optimization technique to minimize the delays
for inelastic flows. Moreover, a decentralized algorithm is proposed and implemented in simulation. We
present extensive simulation results to demonstrate the accuracy of our model and the performance of the
algorithms.
4.1 Introduction
The recent rapid growth of real time applications has led to a strong need to provide quality of service (QoS)
for mobile computers and portable devices in wireless local area networks (WLANs). This has to be supported
over the IEEE 802.11 since it has gained widespread popularity and become the de facto WLAN standard.
However, the mechanisms employed in the IEEE 802.11 MAC, namely random access and the distributed
coordination function (DCF), render it substantially more difficult to ensure delay guarantees because of the
channel contention and the random back-off mechanism. Therefore, as the first task confronting researchers
in this field, it is necessary to characterize the delays in such networks. Second, it is important to devise
solutions that provide the required delay performance. We address both issues in this chapter.
Existing studies on the performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 MAC have focused on its throughput
capacity in networks with saturated traffic; see Bianchi [4], Cali, Conti, and Gregori [7]. In [2], a discrete-
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time M/Geo/1 queueing analysis under network saturation is studied. Models for unsaturated homogeneous
networks have also been reported. For example, Medepalli and Tobagi [34] present a unified model for multi-
hop networks that approximates each queue by an independent M/M/1 queue. However, this approximation
is not accurate for detailed delay analysis in WLAN. Tikoo and Sikdar [48] present a G/G/1 queueing model
for delay analysis in homogeneous networks. Their focus is on performance analysis of the standard IEEE
802.11 DCF. Various studies have also been conducted on providing QoS support in WLANs, and most use
centralized polling techniques based on the point coordination function (PCF). For example, Coutras, Gupta
and Shroff [10] analyze the performance of PCF in support of voice services. However, they do not address
the fact that both best-effort traffic and real-time traffic coexist in WLANs, and IEEE 802.11 DCF is the
de facto setting used in most WLANs.
Providing QoS requires networks to support service differentiation under non-homogeneous traffic dy-
namics. Networks should also reallocate limited resources from the over-provisioned flows to the under-
provisioned flows. IEEE 802.11e has been proposed to enhance the original standard to support QoS.
However, IEEE 802.11e classifies flows only by their applications (e.g., voice, video, etc.) and provides the
same service to flows that fall in the same class. Moreover, it only differentiates priority among flows, but
does not actually provide delay guarantees. A non-homogeneous and adaptive WLAN is highly preferred
over one that operates in a fixed homogeneous manner. However, an accurate model of non-homogeneous
flows in random access WLANs, especially their delay characterization, is still elusive.
We develop a simple but sufficiently accurate analytical model based on an M/G/1 queue for non-
homogeneous unsaturated IEEE 802.11 networks. We characterize the channel access delay with respect to
the contention window and the probability that the queue is nonempty. The latter in turn depends on the
channel access delay. Both this probability of being non-empty and the access delay can be jointly obtained
by solving a coupled system of nonlinear equations through a fixed point iteration with a carefully chosen
initial point so that it converges to a fixed point. Moreover, we show that in random access networks, the
second moment of the access delay is determined only by its first moment if the packet size is sufficiently
large. This approximation simplifies the formula of the queueing delay. Thereby, we analytically determine
whether the network can provide the delay guarantees required by the QoS flows.
The contributions of the chapter are summarized as follows:
1. We derive a simple but accurate model for queueing delay in non-homogeneous IEEE 802.11 MAC
based networks. We use it to determine the feasibility of using a random-access based WLAN to serve
a set of real-time flows with mean delay requirements.
2. We provide characterization of the average delay and access rate, and propose fixed point algorithms
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to compute them. A linear system approximation is derived to complement the analysis.
3. We provide an algorithm to minimize the delays for a set of inelastic flows while meeting mean delay
requirements.
4. We validate our algorithm to provide performance guarantees through extensive NS-2 simulations.
4.2 Problem Statement
4.2.1 Non-homogeneous IEEE 802.11 Network
We first describe the motivation and problem.
In IEEE 802.11 DCF networks, each node with a packet to transmit randomly selects a back-off timer
BC from [1, CW − 1], where CW denotes the contention window. If the channel is sensed idle, these nodes
decrement their timers until one of them expires. Then that node attempts to access the channel while the
remaining nodes pause their timers. The decrementing resumes when the channel is idle once again. If more
than one node attempts in the same slot, a collision occurs. A collided transmission is retried up to the
retransmission limit before it is discarded. In the standard IEEE 802.11 network, the contention window of
each node is set to be same. This homogeneous or uniform setting works well for best-effort traffic where
fairness is to be taken into account. However, the increasing need to support differing QoS requirements
of different flows requires networks to have the ability to provide service differentiation to real-time flows.
IEEE 802.11e has been proposed to enhance the original standard to support QoS. However, IEEE 802.11e
categorizes flows only by their applications (e.g., voice, video and etc.) and provides the same service to the
flows that fall in the same class. Essentially, IEEE 802.11e only differentiates priorities to flows but does not
actually provide delay guarantees. Our goal is to provide mean delay guarantees in random access WLANs.
Towards this end, a non-homogeneous and adaptive wireless network is preferable.
We consider a wireless network with nodes that are capable of changing backoff parameters. We tune
only CW . Thus, our scheme is compatible to the IEEE 802.11 standard. We analytically show that CW
alone can effectively be used for resource allocation and performance differentiation.
4.2.2 Soft Deadline
We are interested in the soft deadline that is the average delay of a flow. Soft-deadline guarantees are
important for several real-time applications such as voice over IP, online games and IP-TV, since they often
require a fixed bit rate but are sensitive to average delays.
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We now formulate the problem. Consider a WLAN where N nodes are active and each has a QoS flow
to the access point (AP). These flows differ in rate and delay requirements. Assume that for each node i the
packet arrival is a Poisson process and the inter-arrival time is exponentially distributed with mean 1/λi.
Let λ = [λ1, λ2, ..., λN ] be the arrival rate vector. Additionally, each flow has a soft deadline Di to meet.
The average queueing delay of the packet for flow i is required to be less than Di.
LetD = [D1, D2, ..., DN ] denote the target delay vector. Given both λ andD, the question we address is
the following: Does there exist an assignment of contention windows CW = [CW1, CW2, ..., CWn] such that
all deadlines are met? This question is especially important for admission control, which needs to decide
whether it is feasible to accommodate a flow in the network without hurting the performance of high priority
flows (i.e., the existing flows). Furthermore, if it is feasible, the immediate next question is how to achieve
all these delays, i.e., how to assign CWi to each node i. We answer these two fundamental questions in this
chapter.
4.3 Analytical Model of Non-homogeneous IEEE 802.11 Network
4.3.1 Media Access Delay
We now analytically address the media access delay of a non-homogenous wireless LAN. We do not consider
the exponential back-off algorithm implemented in the IEEE 802.11 protocol because our standalone scheme
consists of choosing the contention window for each flow so as to meet the delay requirements for all flows.
Imposing a redundant CW adjustment mechanism, e.g., exponential back-off algorithm, is an unnecessary
layer of adaptation that is not needed in our scheme. We note that similar approaches have been adopted
in the literature. The schemes proposed in [17, 20] disable the exponential backoff, and directly adjust the
contention window. However, their goal is to maximize throughput, while ours is to provide mean delay
guarantees for nonhomogeneous flows.
We will consider an “access rate” for node i that is equal to 2/CWi. This corresponds to IEEE 802.11
DCF with BC chosen randomly from [1, CW − 1] [7, 4, 17, 14]. Since our flows are not “saturated”, queues
may be empty, in which case they do not transmit. Let NE denote “queue not empty” and E denote “queue
empty.” Then the unconditional channel access (CA) probability of node i is
P[CA] = P[CA|E]P[E] + P[CA|NE]P[NE].
It is obvious that P[CA|E] is equal to zero because the node has no packet to transmit when empty. We
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will approximate P[CA|NE] by 2CW , which is an approximation only when the backoff is chosen uniformly
within [1, CW −1], but is not an approximation if it is attempted after an exponentially distributed interval.
Denoting pi = 2/CWi, and ρi as the probability that queue is not empty, we have
P[CA] =
2ρi
CWi
= ρipi. (4.1)
Let p be the vector [p1, p2, ..., pN ], noting 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. Likewise, ρ := [ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρN ].
Now we need to compute the probability P iI that the channel is idle when i has a packet to send, the
probability P iS that the channel is successfully carrying a packet of node i, and the probability P
i
O that node
i sees the channel as busy though i itself is not transmitting a successful packet. Note that P iI +P
i
S+P
i
O = 1
for all i. All these quantities are to be computed as a function of the vector p.
Note that node i competes for channel access only when it has a packet to transmit. Under this condition,
node i finds the channel idle in a time slot if it itself does not attempt and no other node attempts at the
beginning of this slot. Hence
P iI = (1− pi)
N∏
j 6=i
(1− ρjpj). (4.2)
Node i successfully transmits a packet if it attempts, and no other node attempts in the same slot. This
probability is
P iS = pi
N∏
j 6=i
(1− ρjpj). (4.3)
Otherwise, node i sees the channel occupied by other activities, consisting of successful transmissions of
other nodes or collided transmissions. Note that the collided transmissions consist of both the transmissions
involving node i as well as those not involving node i. Thus, we have
P iO = 1− P iI − P iS = 1−
N∏
j 6=i
(1− ρjpj). (4.4)
Define the service time x of a packet (also referred to as channel access delay here) as the time from the
instant the packet reaches the head of the queue in the node till the instant it successfully departs from the
queue. This service time includes two parts, the channel contention delay and the packet transmission time.
For simplicity, we assume all packets are of the same size and all nodes adopt the same bit rate to transmit.
Thus, they have the same packet transmission airtime denoted by T . More formally, in the IEEE 802.11
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network, a packet transmission airtime is
T := DIFS + PACKET+ SIFS + ACK, (4.5)
where DIFS denotes the duration of the distributed interframe space, PACKET denotes the transmission
time of a data packet, SIFS denotes the duration of the short interframe space, and ACK denotes the
transmission time of an acknowledgement. There are two access modes used in IEEE 802.11 DCF, namely
the basic access mode and the RTS/CTS access mode. In this thesis, we model the system only for the basic
access mode. The RTS/CTS access mode is usually disabled in practice due to its large overhead. In the
basic access mode, a collision is detected when a node does not receive an ACK within an ACK-timeout.
ACK-timeout is defined to be the time to transmit an ACK frame plus SIFS. Thus, we assume that the
airtime spent on a collided transmission is the same in duration as that of a successful transmission.
We denote a slot-time duration by τ . Let tk denote the time instant when the k-th idle slot begins,
i.e., the instant that the channel is idle at the beginning of the corresponding slot. There are two possible
events following this instant: a) the channel continues to be idle for a duration of τ until the next idle slot
begins; b) at least one of nodes attempts to transmit in this slot, which results in a lasting T time units
channel-busy period. We assume the intervals Si(k) = tk+1− tk are independent and identically distributed
random variables and refer to these intervals as virtual slots.
Assume that the time interval from the time the packet reaches the head of the queue i to the time it
starts to depart from the queue consists of Ki virtual slots, where Ki is a random variable independent of
Si. Its distribution is given by
P[Ki = n] = (1− P iS)nP iS , for n = 0, 1, 2, ... (4.6)
It follows that
E[Ki] = P iS
∞∑
n=0
n(1− P iS)n =
1− P iS
P iS
. (4.7)
For node i, its service time is therefore
xi =
Ki∑
k=1
Si(k) + T, (4.8)
where the Si(k) are Bernoulli random variables that are either equal to τ if the channel is idle, or equal to
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T if a transmission of a node other than i occurs:
Si(k) =
 τ with probability
P iI
1−P iS
T with probability P
i
O
1−P iS
.
(4.9)
Then, we have
E[Si] =
P iIτ + P
i
OT
1− P iS
. (4.10)
One can see that both E[Si] < ∞ and E[Ki] < ∞. From the independence of Si and Ki, we can apply
Wald’s equation [49] to obtain
Xi := E[xi] = E[Ki]E[Si] + T. (4.11)
Substituting (4.7) and (4.10) into (4.11) gives
Xi =
P iIτ + P
i
OT
P iS
+ T. (4.12)
Note that (4.12) captures an interesting relationship between the expected service time and the access rate
in CSMA-based random access wireless networks. Since the network is unsaturated, we need to determine
the probability ρi that the queue is non-empty. However, since each node is an M/G/1 queue, we have
ρi = λiXi. (4.13)
Substituting (4.12) into (4.13), we have N equations with N unknowns [x1, x2, · · · , xN ]. Solving this N
dimensional vector fixed point problem will give us the service times for non-homogeneous random access
wireless networks.
We summarize this relationship that will allow us to compute the mean service times for non-homogeneous
random access wireless networks: Given the contention windows CWi, the mean service times are given by
(4.12), where P iI , P
i
S and P
i
O are given by (4.2,4.3,4.4), with pi defined by (4.1). The quantities ρi’s in (4.1)
satisfy (4.13).
4.3.2 Queueing Delay
In the previous section, we have derived an analytical model that can be used to compute the service time if
the access rates of all nodes are given via their contention windows. Since many real-time applications such
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as online games, VoIP and IPTV require strict limits on jitter and delay, in this section, we further study
how the non-homogeneous contention window settings and the non-homogeneous throughput requirements
jointly affect the average queueing delay.
Define the queueing delay of a packet to be the time from the instant that the packet arrives at the queue
to the instant that the packet successfully departs from the queue. The average queue size of the M/G/1
queue is given by [26]:
E[Qi] = λiXi +
λ2iE[x
2
i ]
2(1− λiXi) , (4.14)
where Qi denotes the queue size and E[x2i ] is the second moment of the service time.
Using Little’s law, the average queueing delay Yi is
Yi =
E[Qi]
λi
= Xi +
λiE[x2i ]
2(1− λiXi) . (4.15)
To determine the average queueing delay (4.15), we need to also determine the second moment of the
service times. In (4.8), we have characterized the service time x by a sequence of virtual slots S plus a
transmission airtime T . Taking squares on both sides of (4.8), we have
x2i = (
Ki∑
k=1
Si[k] + T )2
=
Ki∑
k=1
S2i [k] + 2
Ki∑
k=2
k−1∑
l=1
Si[k]Si[l] + 2T
Ki∑
k=1
Si[k] + T 2.
(4.16)
Applying Wald’s equation again, we get
E[x2i ] = E[Ki]E[S
2
i ] + E[K
2
i −Ki]E2[Si]
+ 2TE[Ki]E[Si] + T 2.
(4.17)
Using the distribution of Si in (4.9), we compute
E[S2i ] =
τ2P iI + T
2P iO
1− P iS
. (4.18)
To determine E[K2i −Ki], we first obtain the moment generating function of Ki from (4.6) as follows:
MKi(B) =
∞∑
n=0
Bn(1− P iS)nP iS =
P iS
1− (1− P iS)B
. (4.19)
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It is easy to verify that
d2MKi(B)
dB2
|B=1 =
∞∑
n=0
n(n− 1)Bn−2(1− P iS)nP iS |B=1
=
∞∑
n=0
n(n− 1)(1− P iS)nP iS = E[K2i −Ki].
(4.20)
Hence, from (4.19) and (4.20), we get
E[K2i −Ki] =
2(1− P iS)2
(P iS)2
. (4.21)
Thus, substituting (4.7), (4.10), (4.21) and (4.18) into (4.17), we get the second moment of the service time
for node i as follows:
E[x2i ] =
τ2P iI + T
2P iO
P iS
+
2(τP iI + TP
i
O)
2
(P iS)2
+ 2T
τP iI + TP
i
O
P iS
+ T 2.
(4.22)
Substituting (4.22) and (4.12) into (4.15), we therefore obtain the average queueing delay with respect to
vector p.
Queueing delays as a function of contention windows Yi(p): Consider a non-homogeneous random access
wireless network with contention windows CWi and packet transmission time T . Then the average queueing
delay is given by (4.15), where E[xi] is given by (4.12), E[x2i ] is given by (4.22), P iI , P
i
S and P
i
O are given
by (4.2,4.3,4.4), and ρ = [ρ1, ρ2, · · · , ρN ] is a fixed point of (4.13).
4.3.3 Queueing Delay and Channel Access Delay
Substituting (4.12) into (4.22), we have
E[x2i ] = 2(Xi − T )2 + 2T (Xi − T ) + T 2
+
P iIτ
2 + P iOT
2
P iIτ + P
i
OT
(Xi − T ). (4.23)
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Since limτ→0E[x2i ] = 2(Xi−T )2+2T (Xi−T )+T 2+T (Xi−T ), if we assume that the packet transmission
airtime T is sufficiently large compared to slot-time τ , then we get a simplified formula for E[x2i ] as follows:
E[x2i ] = (2Xi − T )Xi. (4.24)
Note that (4.24) implies that the second moment of x is determined by its first moment. We believe that
this peculiar property is an inherent characteristic of the random access mechanism. Therefore, the average
delay is
Yi =
(2− λiT )Xi
2(1− λiXi) . (4.25)
Now, (4.25) is equivalent to
Xi =
2Yi
2− λiT + 2λiYi . (4.26)
Note that (4.26) captures an important property: The queueing delay in a random access network is deter-
mined only by the channel access delay.
4.4 Analysis of Fixed-Point Problems
4.4.1 Nonlinear Characterization of Delay and Access Rate
We have shown that when the transmission airtime T is sufficiently large compared to slottime τ , the
queueing delay Y is determined by X. Thus, we need to characterize Xi. The Xi can be characterized by
(4.12). Based on (4.12), we derive a set of fixed point equations:
piXi + (1− pi)(T − τ) = T∏
j 6=i(1− λjXjpj)
∀ i. (4.27)
There are two problems of interest, analysis and design. We now express the fixed point problems of
both problems in the form of (4.27). The analysis or performance analysis problem consists of determining
the delay, given the access rates. The design or access rate assignment problem consists of determining the
access rates for the flows so as to meet all the delay constraints.
Performance Evaluation (PE): We fix access rate p, and evaluate the channel access delay X. For node i,
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its delay can be written as
Xi = IPEi (X)
:=
T
pi
∏
j 6=i(1− λjXjpj)
− (1− pi)(T − τ)
pi
.
(4.28)
We denote byX∗ a fixed point of (4.28), assuming one exists. We consider the following fixed point iteration
to solve (4.28):
X(k + 1) = IPE(X(k)). (4.29)
From a protocol designer’s viewpoint, it is instead more interesting to compute the access rate assignment
such that all the flows meet their required delays:
Access Rate Assignment (ARA): We want to adjust the access rate p such that all the delaysX are fulfilled.
For node i, the access rate is given by
pi = IARAi (p)
:=
T
(Xi − T + τ)
∏
j 6=i(1− λjXjpj)
− T − τ
Xi − T + τ .
(4.30)
We denote by p∗ a fixed point of (4.30), assuming one exists. We consider the following fixed point iteration
to solve (4.30):
p(k + 1) = IARA(p(k)). (4.31)
4.4.2 Linear System Approximation
Note that λiXipi < 1 for all i if the system is stable. Now, using the fact that 1/(1 − z) ≥ 1 + z for
nonnegative z < 1, we can lower bound the RHS of (4.27) by an affine expression. Thus, we have
piXi + (1− pi)(T − τ) ≥ T (1 +
∑
j 6=i
λjXjpj) ∀ i. (4.32)
Note that we can approximate the inequality in (4.32) by an equality if we assume small piXi for all i,
and apply Taylor’s expansion theorem to the RHS of (4.27). This leads us to consider the following fixed
point equation:
piXi −
∑
j 6=i
λjTpjXj = piT + (1− pi)τ ∀ i. (4.33)
Now, we can consider two different linear fixed point equations in the form of (4.33): One in terms of X for
performance evaluation assuming fixed p, and the other in terms of p for access rate assignment assuming
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fixed X.
The following results show that each of these two linear fixed point iterations has a unique solution.
Theorem 4. If [p1, p2, ..., pN ] are given, (4.33) has a unique solution for [X˜1, X˜2, ..., X˜N ].
Proof. Let y denote the vector [p1X˜1, p2X˜2, · · · , pN X˜N ]T and b denote the vector [p1T + (1 − p1)τ, p2T +
(1− p2)τ, · · · , pNT + (1− pN )τ ]T . Then we represent (4.33) by
y = Fy + b, (4.34)
where F is an irreducible nonnegative matrix with entries:
Flj =
 0, if l = jλiT, if l 6= j. (4.35)
We now apply nonnegative matrix theory to characterize the solution to (4.34). Let ΛA denotes the
spectral radius of a nonnegative matrix A. By the Collatz-Wielandt theorem (see, e.g., [42]),
ΛF ≤ max
i
∑
j 6=i
λjT <
∑
i
λiT < 1, (4.36)
where the last inequality follows from the necessary condition that the M/G/1 system is stable only if the
workload is strictly less than 1, i.e.,
∑
i λiT < 1. Next, we state the following result from [42].
Lemma 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for a solution z ≥ 0, z 6= 0 to exist to the equations
(I −A)z = c, for any c ≥ 0, c 6= 0 is that ΛA < 1. In this case there is only one solution z, which is strictly
positive and given by z = (I −A)−1c.
Applying Lemma 3 to (4.34), this implies (I − F )−1b has a unique positive solution. This proves the
theorem.
Lemma 4. Assume X is given. If p˜ is the fixed point of (4.33), and p∗ is the fixed point of (4.27), then
we have, component wise, p˜ < p∗.
Proof. Suppose the following holds:
p˜iXi + (1− p˜i)(T − τ) = T (1 +
∑
j 6=i
λjXj p˜j) ∀ i, (4.37)
p∗iXi + (1− p∗i )(T − τ) =
T∏
j 6=i(1− λjXjp∗j )
∀ i. (4.38)
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For each i, we subtract (4.37) from (4.38) to obtain
(Xi − T + τ)(p∗i − p˜i)
=
T∏
j 6=i(1− λjXjp∗j )
− T (1 +
∑
j 6=i
λjXj p˜j)
> T (1 +
∑
j 6=i
λjXjp
∗
j )− T (1 +
∑
j 6=i
λjXj p˜j)
=
∑
j 6=i
λjTXj(p∗j − p˜j).
(4.39)
Let u denote the vector [Xi(p∗i − p˜i)]. Now, (4.39) for all i can be written in matrix form as
(I − C)u = v > 0, (4.40)
where v denotes some positive vector (with the positive slack of inequality (4.39) as its ith entry), and C is
a positive matrix with entries
Clj =
 (T − τ)/Xl, if l = jλiT, if l 6= j. (4.41)
Since C is a positive matrix, using the Perron-Frobenius theorem, ΛC is strictly positive. Now, ΛC
satisfies
ΛC
(a)
≤ maxi(
∑
j 6=i λjT +
T−τ
Xi
)
(b)
< maxi(
∑
j 6=i
T
Xj
+ T−τXi )
(c)
<
∑
i
T
Xi
(d)
< 1,
(4.42)
where inequality (a) is due to the Collatz-Wielandt theorem, inequality (b) is due to the service rate 1/Xi
being strictly larger than the arrival rate λi (as (4.26) enforces this constraint), inequality (c) is obvious,
and inequality (d) is due to the necessary stability condition for a M/G/1 queue. Applying Lemma 3 to
(4.40), u is strictly positive. This proves the lemma.
4.4.3 Convergence
Theorem 5. If p∗ exists, then starting from p˜, the ARA algorithm produces a monotone increasing sequence
of vectors p(k) that converges to a fixed point.
Proof. By Lemma 4, we know p˜ < p∗. Note that IARA(p) is a monotone non-decreasing function. Thus,
starting from p˜, we have p(1) = IARA(p˜) < IARA(p∗) and p(1) = IARA(p˜) ≥ p˜. Suppose p(1) ≤ p(2) ≤
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· · · ≤ p(n) ≤ p∗. Then monotonicity implies
p∗ = IARA(p∗) ≥ IARA(p(n))
= p(n+ 1) ≥ IARA(p(n− 1)) = p(n).
(4.43)
That is, p∗ ≥ p(n + 1) ≥ p(n). Hence, the sequence p(n) is nondecreasing and bounded above by p∗. It
implies that p(n) must converge.
One can use a similar approach to prove the convergence of the PE algorithm (4.29), and the proof is
omitted.
4.5 Applications
4.5.1 Feasibility Problem
To demonstrate the utility of the proposed model, we use the above algorithm to address the following
important ARA question: In an IEEE 802.11 network, if the arrival rates λ and the required delays D =
[D1, D2, ..., DN ]T are given, does there exist a set of access rates [p1, p2, · · · , pN ]T such that the resulting
delay for each node i is guaranteed to be smaller than Di? We refer to this problem as the average delay
feasibility problem.
More formally, we say that {(λ1, D1), (λ2, D2), · · · , (λN , DN )} is feasible if there exist [p1, p2, · · · , pN ]T
such that
Yi(p) ≤ Di ∀ i. (4.44)
We argue that if there exists a p such that the equality holds (i.e., Yi ≡ Di, for i = 1, 2, ..., N), then
{(λ1, D1), (λ2, D2), ..., (λN , DN )} is feasible. We implicitly assume in the following that if a vector of delays
is feasible, then any set of component-wise larger set of delays is also feasible. Equivalently, we have the
expected channel access delay as
Xi =
2Di
2− λiT + 2λiDi , (4.45)
where we substitute Yi = Di. Note that both Di and λi are inputs, and hence Xi is completely determined
by them. Consequently, ρi = λiXi is also determined. Substituting ρi into (4.12) yields a fixed point problem
to determine contention windows p. One can use the ARA algorithm proposed in the previous section to
solve this fixed point problem. After obtaining the fixed point p∗, if 0 < p∗i < 1 for all i, then we can assert
and conclude that the flows are feasible, and a feasible contention window CWi is then the maximum integer
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that is smaller than 2/p∗i . Otherwise, we conclude that the flows are not feasible because if the fixed point
had existed, the ARA algorithm is guaranteed to converge. We will provide examples in simulations.
4.5.2 Minimization of Delay
We now consider a scheme for the delay minimization problem that is solved by a central controller, e.g.,
access point in a WLAN, which collects the QoS requirements {(λ1, D1), (λ2, D2), ..., (λN , DN )} from all
nodes.1 Based on this information, the WLAN first solves the feasibility problem in Section 4.5.1, and then
optimizes the delay performance. Assume that the ith node has a cost function f¯i(Yi) that is differentiable,
non-decreasing and strictly convex. Now, from (4.25), Yi is convex in Xi. We substitute (4.25) into f¯i(Yi) to
yield a convex function in Xi, which we denote as fi(Xi). This leads us to consider the following optimization
problem:
min
N∑
i=1
fi(Xi) (4.46)
s.t. 0 ≤ Xi ≤ Xˆi := 2Di2− λiT + 2λiDi ∀ i, (4.47)
Xi = IPEi (X(p)) ∀ i, (4.48)
0 < pi ≤ 1 ∀ i, (4.49)
Variables: Xi, pi ∀ i. (4.50)
Above, constraint (4.47) guarantees that the average delay is less than the required delay. However, the
constraint (4.48) that relates p to X is nonconvex. Hence, the optimization problem (4.46) is nonconvex.
In this chapter, we use the barrier method [3] to compute a local optimal solution. The barrier method
is an interior-point method which, when started from a feasible point, yields a solution in the interior of
the feasible region. This property is useful for finding a feasible solution as it is critical to meet the delay
requirements, i.e., the delay constraints (4.47) as they are satisfied at all times.
Based on (4.47) and (4.49), we consider the barrier function:
Bi(p) :=
1
Xˆi −Xi(p)
+
1
1− pi +
1
pi
∀ i. (4.51)
Note that the barrier function increases to +∞ as any of the constraints approaches its boundary. Let ²i be
1We assume that each node has only one QoS flow for the AP.
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a positive weight associated with Bi(p) for all i. Then we consider the optimization problem:
max J(p) :=
N∑
fi(Xi(p)) +
N∑
²iBi(p). (4.52)
We present the following algorithm based on the gradient method to solve (4.52) [3].
Gradient Algorithm
1. Obtain an initial point p0 by solving the feasibility problem as discussed in Section 4.5.1.
2. For a fixed pk (output of the feasibility problem), run the PE algorithm till convergence to some
tolerance to obtain Xk.
3. For fixed pk and Xk, obtain d J(p
k)
d pki
from (4.52) and (4.48).
4. Update p by
pk+1i = p
k
i − βi
dJ(pk)
d pki
∀ i.
5. Repeat from Step 2) until convergence to some small tolerance.
We let βi be a diminishing stepsize [3].
Due to the nonconvexity, our gradient algorithm in general yields a feasible solution that is not the
global optimal solution of (4.46). However, by exploiting the linear system approximation in Section 4.4.2,
we obtain a relaxation to (4.46) that yields a lower bound to the global optimal value of (4.46):
min
N∑
i=1
fi(Xi) (4.53)
s.t. 0 ≤ Xi ≤ Xˆi ∀ i, (4.54)
Xi ≥ ((I − F )−1b(p))i/pi ∀ i, (4.55)
0 < pi ≤ 1, ∀ i, (4.56)
where (Ax)i denotes the ith element of the vector Ax, and b(p) = [(T − τ)p1 + τ, (T − τ)p2 + τ, · · · , (T −
τ)pN + τ ]T . Note that (4.53) is obtained by relaxing the constraint (4.55) in (4.46) using (4.32) and some
rearrangement. Now, (4.53) is still nonconvex. However, by making the change of variable p˜i = log pi for all
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i, we obtain the following convex problem that is equivalent to solving (4.53):
min
N∑
i=1
fi(Xi) (4.57)
s.t. 0 ≤ Xi ≤ Xˆi ∀ i, (4.58)
Xi ≥ ((I − F )−1b(ep˜))i/ep˜i ∀ i, (4.59)
p˜i ≤ 0, ∀ i, (4.60)
where ea = [ea1 , ea2 , · · · , ean ]T . Our simulations show that (4.57) yields a value that is slightly smaller than
the feasible solution obtained from the gradient algorithm, showing that our gradient algorithm can compute
a near-optimal solution.
4.6 Simulation Results
4.6.1 Simulation Setup
The simulation environment is created using the NS-2 network simulator (version ns2.31) [1]. Table 4.1
summarizes the system parameters used in the simulation. Throughout the simulation, the only parameters
that are changed are CWmin and CWmax. Note that the model does not employ exponential back-off.
Thus, after obtaining a CW from the analytical model, we just set CWmin = CWmax = CW to disable the
exponential back-off. These values of CWmin and CWmax shown in Table 4.1 are referred to as the default
settings for comparison purpose. Collocated topologies were created in which all nodes can carrier-sense
each other. Each sender node is attached to a Poisson traffic generation agent in which packet inter-arrival
times can be customized. The interface queues at each node used a Droptail policy and the queue size is set
at 5000 packets. Each simulation was run for 400 seconds in simulation time. Two metrics, namely the
Packet payload 1024 bytes
UDP header 20 bytes
MAC header 28 bytes
PHY header 24 bytes
ACK frame 38 bytes
Channel bit rate 11 Mbps
PHY header bit rate 1 Mbps
Slot time 20 µs
SIFS 10 µs
DIFS 50 µs
CWmin 31
CWmax 1023
Retransmission limit 7
Table 4.1: System Parameters
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channel access delays and the queueing delays, are measured for each flow. For the channel access delay, we
measure the time interval from the instant that the packet arrives at the head of the queue to the instant
that the packet successfully departs from the queue. For the queueing delay, the time interval from the
instant that a packet is sent by the application layer (labeled by “AGT” in trace files) to the instant that
the packet is successfully received is measured.
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4.6.2 Accuracy of the Analytical Model
The accuracy of the model is measured through three scenarios: channel access delays under saturated
conditions, channel access delays under unsaturated conditions, and queueing delays. For each simulation,
both the simulation results (denoted by “simulation”) and the theoretical results obtained from our model
(denoted by “theoretical”) are plotted for comparison.
Channel access delays under saturated conditions
Since we claim that our model is generic, it should apply to saturated conditions as well. In these simulations,
three links were examined. The sender of each link sends a saturated traffic to the receiver. The theoretical
results are obtained by applying (4.12), where ρi = 1 due to saturated conditions.
Two scenarios are studied. In the first scenario, CW1 of link 1 is varied between 4 and 116, while
the contention windows of link 2 and link 3 are fixed with CW2 = CW3 = 32. Figure 4.1 plots the
simulation results as well as the theoretical results. One can observe that as CW1 is increased, link 1’s
access delays increase. Even though CW2 and CW3 are not changed, their corresponding access delays
decrease because CW1 is increased. In the second scenario, CW1 is changed, while holding the fixed ratio
CW1 : CW2 : CW3 = 1 : 2 : 3. The results are shown in Figure 4.2. One can observe that except for the
nonlinear part where CW1 is very small, the channel access delays agree with the theoretical values. The
nonlinear initial part of the curves is due to the fact that the collision probability is extremely high when
every node has a small CW for contention resolution.
Channel access delays and queueing delays under unsaturated conditions
For the unsaturated conditions, three scenarios are examined. The first scenario is intended to study how
traffic arrival rates affect channel access delays. The inter-arrival time of flow 3 is varied, while keeping the
other two links’ arrival rates fixed. The fixed packet inter-arrival times are 1λ1 = 0.03 and
1
λ2
= 0.005. For
the contention window, CW1 = CW2 = CW3 = 32 is set. Figure 4.3 plots the results. The theoretical
results are obtained by solving (4.12) using the PE algorithm.
In the second scenario, it is examined how CW affects channel access delays. The traffic arrival rates,
and CW1 and CW2 are fixed. Only CW3 is changed from 12 to 44. The results are shown in Figure 4.4.
One can observe that as CW3 is increased, the delays of flow 3 increase. As a side effect, the delays of flow
1 and flow 2 drop.
The third scenario is used to demonstrate how channel access delays change in response to the number
of nodes. Each link has the same traffic rate and the same CW . In particular, 1λi = 0.03 and CWi = 32
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for all i. Only the number of links is changed. Figure 4.5 plots the results. As expected, the access delays
increase as the number of links grow.
Queueing delays
We repeat the same three scenarios for queueing delays. One can observe similar trends in these figures to
their counterparts for the channel access delays. From the three scenarios, one can see that the theoretical
results do accurately match the simulation results. The accuracy is not only reflected in the trend but also
in the quantitative values.
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4.6.3 Performance Evaluation
In the following simulations, two case studies are examined to demonstrate the applicability of the model
and to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Each point in the figures is a time-average of
the queueing delay over every 50 simulation seconds.
Feasibility
In the first case, when the capacity is insufficient, the default 802.11 setting cannot meet the delay guarantees
of all the QoS flows. But, with the proposed scheme, one can find an appropriate setting at which all
delay requirements are met. The three required delays are assumed to be 0.02 seconds. Note that this
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delay requirement is realistic according to [9]. The data rates of the inelastic flows are fixed as follows:
1
λ1
= 0.025, 1λ2 = 0.004 and
1
λ3
= 0.003. The ARA algorithm was run to obtain a set of feasible contention
windows: CW1 = 66, CW2 = 23 and CW3 = 18. Figure 4.9 plots the simulation results. One can see that
the default IEEE 802.11 can guarantee the delays only for flows 1 and 2, whereas the delay of flow 3 is
much larger than the allowed delay. However, the network can actually guarantee all the delays if contention
windows are appropriately adjusted. In fact, one does see that the delays of all flows are met when the
network uses the contention windows that are computed as described in this chapter.
Minimizing delays
In this case study, the performance of the scheme that minimizes the average delays for inelastic flows, while
preserving their delay guarantees, is evaluated. The particular cost function
fˆi(Yi) =
Y 2i
λi
(4.61)
is used. Inelastic flows have fixed arrival rates 1λ1 = 0.04,
1
λ2
= 0.004 and 1λ3 = 0.003. The delay requirements
are still 0.02 seconds. Compared to the input of the first case, one can observe that the network capacity
is sufficient for this input. Thus, there should be room for the flows to improve their performance (i.e.,
queueing delays in this case). Using the gradient algorithm presented in Section 4.5.2, the optimal CWs are
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Figure 4.5: Unsaturated conditions: Channel access delays v.s. the number of links, where all 1λi = 0.03 and
all CWi = 32.
computed to be CW1 = 19, CW2 = 23, and CW3 = 19. The comparisons are plotted in Figure 4.10. One
can observe that when configured with the CWs suggested in this chapter, the network does achieve the
optimized delays and does provide a certain level of fairness. In contrast, in the default IEEE 802.11, flow
3 suffers from bad delay performance and experiences serious unfairness.
4.7 Design of Distributed Algorithm
The above scheme addresses the feasibility question from a theoretical point of view. In practice, it is more
interesting to find the appropriate contention window allocation in a distributed manner. To this end, we
derive a model-based distributed scheme that adapts service rate to the demands.
4.7.1 Derivation of the Distributed Algorithm
We have defined three probabilities P iI , P
i
S and P
i
O as denoted in (4.2) – (4.4). Let us assume that there is
an observer that is monitoring the channel activities. The observer will see one of two states in a virtual
slot: either the channel is idle during the virtual slot or the channel is busy due to other nodes’ transmission.
Denote P˜ iI as the probability that the observer sees an idle slot. Then, we have
P˜ iI =
N∏
j 6=i
(1− ρjpj). (4.62)
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Denote the number of consecutive idle slots between two other transmissions as ni. Because ni follows a
geometric distribution, the probability that ni = k is
P [ni = k] = (P˜ iI )
k(1− P˜ iI ). (4.63)
The expectation of ni is
E[ni] =
P˜ iI
1− P˜ iI
. (4.64)
Rearrange it and we have
P˜ iI =
E[ni]
1 + E[ni]
. (4.65)
Substituting (4.62) into (4.12) gives
Xi =
(1− pi)P˜ iIτ + (1− P˜ iI )T
piP˜ iI
+ T. (4.66)
Replace P˜ iI by (4.65) and we have
pi(Xi − T + τ) = T
E[ni]
+ τ. (4.67)
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Notice that E[ni] can be estimated by the average of its samples. In our design, the observer in node i
counts the ni[k] and estimates E[ni] by
E[ni]
.= n¯i =
∑K
k=1 ni[k]
K
(4.68)
This suggests that one can use (4.67) to design a distributed algorithm because all variables, pi, Xi and n¯i,
are local variables.
Rearranging (4.67) and substituting CWi = 2pi yields
Xi =
1
2
(
T
n¯i
+ τ)CWi + T − τ. (4.69)
If we consider CWi as the variable, (4.69) defines a mapping from CWi to Xi. Assume that the target access
delay is XTi . The objective is to adapt CWi such that Xi(CWi) meets XTi . The optimization problem is
described as follows:
min
∑
i
(XTi −Xi(CWi))2 (4.70)
s.t. CWi > 2 ∀i. (4.71)
The objective is minimized when XTi is equal to Xi(CWi) for all i. Because the objective is a quadratic
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Figure 4.8: Unsaturated conditions: Queueing delays v.s. the number of links, where all 1λi = 0.03 and all
CWi = 32.
function of CWi, the problem is convex in the region of CWi > 2. Therefore, a standard gradient algorithm
can be used to solve the problem.
The derivative of objective function with respect to CWi is
d
dCWi
(
XTi −Xi(CWi)
)2
= −(XTi −Xi(CWi))(
T
n¯i
+ τ). (4.72)
Thus, we have a distributed algorithm as follows:
CWi(t+ 1) = CWi(t) + α(XTi −Xi(CWi))(
T
n¯i
+ τ), (4.73)
where α is a diminishing stepsize [3].
In principle, CWi is gradually driven to the optimal point such that the difference between Xi and XTi
is minimized.
4.7.2 Implementation Issues
The distributed algorithm has been implemented and tested in the ns-2 simulator. First, we need to enable
a module to count n¯i, the number of idle slots between two consecutive other nodes’ transmissions. Then,
the contention window can be adapted by (4.73) based on n¯i.
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Figure 4.9: A feasible solution: Illustration of the queueing delay dynamics.
Idle Counter
The channel state changes when a packet transmission begins or ends. Each node can carrier sense the
change of the channel state. At each instance when channel states changes, the idle counter is triggered
to update the count of the number of idle slots between two consecutive transmissions. To illustrate how
the idle counter works, the transition of channel state is plotted in Figure 4.11. A wireless node senses the
channel. When it detects that a transmission has ended, the idle counter is reset and starts to increment by
one for every slottime (e.g., 20µs); when it detects a new transmission, the idle count stops and the counter
is used to compute the average number of idle slots n¯i. Denote the counter at the j-th count as c[j]; then
we can update n¯ by an exponential moving average
n¯[j + 1] = (1− α)n¯[j] + αc[j], (4.74)
where coefficient α is a constant smoothing factor between 0 and 1.
Contention Window Adaptation
We assume that target delays (or deadlines) Y are specified by the upper layer (e.g., applications). The
delay Y consists of buffering delay, channel access delay and transmission delay. According to our analysis,
the end-to-end delay is determined by channel access delay X. We have derived equation (4.26) that maps
Y to X. Thus, applying (4.26) gives the target channel access delay XT if Y is specified. Finally, a sender
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Figure 4.10: Minimizing delays: 1λ1 = 0.04,
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node can adapt its contention window CW by using (4.73), where n¯ is provided by the idle counter.
Figure 4.11: Transition of Channel State
Performance of Distributed Algorithm
We have performed a ns-2 simulation to evaluate the distributed algorithm. In the simulation, the data
rates of the inelastic flows were fixed as follows: 1λ1 = 0.025,
1
λ2
= 0.004 and 1λ3 = 0.003. Assume the target
delays of these flows are 0.02 second. The theoretical contention windows were computed by the centralized
algorithm ARA for comparison: CW1 = 66, CW2 = 23 and CW3 = 18. These contention windows are
shown as the solid lines in Figure 4.12. The evolution of contention windows driven by the distributed
algorithm is displayed in the figure. One can see that starting from an initial condition 31, each contention
window gradually moves towards its theoretical value. The contention windows of flow 2 and flow 3 converge
in a few seconds. The converged values are closed to the theoretical values. However, the convergence of
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Figure 4.12: Convergence of Distributed Contention Window Adaptation
flow 1 is not as obvious as the other two. In fact, because the contention window of flow 1 is much larger
than the other two, it fluctuates within a larger range. The other two contention windows also fluctuates,
but within a smaller range and thus look as if they do not change after convergence. The fluctuation is
an essential phenomena for the gradient algorithm since in practice we use a constant adaptation gain α.
In principle, only when the coefficient is diminishing, does the fluctuation asymptotically vanish. In Figure
4.13, the average delays of the three flows with distributed algorithm are shown. One can compare the result
to the delays with the centralized algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.9. Observe that the delay performance of
the distributed algorithm is almost the same as that of the centralized algorithm except that the distributed
algorithm converges after a few seconds.
4.8 Simulation-Based Experiments
We have used EvalVid [25] to evaluate the performance of the algorithm when MPEG video is transmitted.
EvalVid is a framework for the evaluation of the quality of video transmitted over a real or simulated
communication network. We modify the original EvalVid tool-set for evaluation of our algorithm in the ns-2
simulator.
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Figure 4.13: Average End-to-end Delays: distributed algorithm
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Figure 4.14: Overview of EvalVid System
4.8.1 Overview of EvalVid
The structure of the EvalVid framework is shown in Figure 4.14.
The components are described as follows [25, 22]:
• Source: Two video source formats are supported: it is either in the YUV QCIF (176 x 144) or in the
YUV CIF (352 x 288) formats.
• Video Encoder and Video Decoder: EvalVid supports two MPEG4 codecs, namely the NCTU codec
and ffmpeg. In this experiment, we choose the NCTU codec for video coding.
• VS (Video Sender): The VS component reads the compressed video file from the output of the video
encoder, fragments each large video frame into smaller segments, and then transmits these segments
via UDP packets over NS-2 Simulator. For each transmitted UDP packet, the sender records the
timestamp, the packet id, and the packet payload size in the sender trace file. The VS component also
generates a video trace file that contains information about every frame in the real video file. The
video trace file and the sender trace file are subsequently used for video quality evaluation.
• ET (Evaluate Trace): The evaluation takes place at the sender side. Based on the original encoded
video file, the video trace file, the sender trace file, and the receiver trace file, ET creates a frame/packet
loss and frame/packet jitter report and generates a reconstructed video file, which corresponds to the
possibly corrupted video found at the receiver side as it would be reproduced to an end user. In
principle, the generation of the possibly corrupted video can be regarded as a process of copying the
original video trace file frame by frame, omitting frames indicated as lost or corrupted at the receiver
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side. Furthermore, the current version of the ET component implements the cumulative inter-frame
jitter algorithm for play-out buffer. If a frame arrives later than its defined playback time, the frame
is counted as a lost frame. This is an optional function. The size of the play-out buffer must also be
set, otherwise it is assumed to be of infinite size.
• FV (Fix Video): Digital video quality assessment is performed frame by frame. Therefore, the total
number of video frames at the receiver side, including the erroneous ones, must be the same as that of
the original video at the sender side. If the codec cannot handle missing frames, the FV component is
used to tackle this problem by inserting the last successfully decoded frame in the place of each lost
frame as an error concealment technique.
• PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio): PSNR is the most widespread metric to assess the application-level
QoS of video transmissions. It is a derivative of the well-known signal to noise ratio (SNR). Equation
(4.75) shows the definition of the PSNR between the luminance component Y of source image S and
destination image D:
PSNR(n)dB = 20 log
 Vpeak√
1
NcolNrow
∑Ncol
i=0
∑Nrow
j=0 [YS(n, i, j)− YD(n, i, j)]2
 , (4.75)
where Vpeak = 2k − 1 and k = number of bits per pixel (luminance component). The quantity under
the fraction stroke is the mean square error. The PSNR is calculated frame by frame. To evaluate
the distortion caused by transmissions in the wireless network, we computed PSNR at the receiver for
the reconstructed video of the distorted video sequence received and compare it with PSNR derived
from the undistorted video sent. The difference can be used as a QoS metric to assess the transmission
impact on video quality at the application level.
• MOS (Mean Opinion Score): Video quality measurements should be based on the perceived quality
of the video received by the users of the video system. There are two methods to measure video
quality, namely subjective quality measures and objective quality measures. In general, subjective
quality measures are extremely costly because it requires high manpower and long time to grasp the
impression of the user watching the video. A number of objective methods have been proposed by
[5, 18, 37, 44, 45]. This metric of the human quality impression is usually given on a scale that ranges
from 1 (worst) to 5 (best). In this framework, the PSNR of every single frame can be approximated
by the MOS scale using the mapping shown in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: PSNR to MOS conversion
PSNR (dB) MOS
>37 5 (Excellent)
31-37 4 (Good)
25-31 3 (Fair)
20-25 2 (Poor)
<20 1 (Bad)
4.8.2 Video Frames
There are three types of pictures (or frames) used in video compression: I-frames, P-frames, and B-frames.
An I-frame is an ‘Intra-coded picture’, in effect a fully-specified picture, like a conventional static image
file. P-frames and B-frames hold only part of the image information, so they need less space to store than
an I-frame, and thus improve video compression rates. I-frames are the least compressible but don’t require
other video frames to decode.
A P-frame (‘Predicted picture’) holds only the changes in the image from the previous frame. For
example, in a scene where a car moves across a stationary background, only the car’s movements need to be
encoded. The encoder does not need to store the unchanging background pixels in the P-frame, thus saving
space. P-frames are also known as delta-frames. P-frames can use data from previous frames to decompress
and are more compressible than I-frames.
A B-frame (‘Bi-predictive picture’) saves even more space by using differences between the current frame
and both the preceding and following frames to specify its content.
4.8.3 Video Distortion
We discuss three metrics related to the video distortion and provide their formal expressions.
Packet loss: In the context of video transmission, it is not only interesting to determine how many packets
got lost, but also which type of data is contained in the lost packets. Since the lost of different types of
frames has different effect on the quality of the received video, it is necessary to evaluate the packet loss for
different data types. If we let T denote the type of data in packet (one of I, P, B frames), PRT denote the
number of type T packets received, and PST denote the number of type T packets sent, then the packet loss
rate LOST is given
PLT =
PRT
PST
× 100%. (4.76)
Frame loss: A video frame can be bigger than the maximum transfer unit (MTU) of the network. Thus,
these frames have to be segmented into smaller packets. The fragmentation introduces a problem for the
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calculation of frame losses. Frame loss rate cannot be directly derived from the packet loss rate because some
decoders can process a frame even if some data are missing. Therefore, whether a frame can be decoded not
only depends on how much data it has, but it also depends on which type of data gets lost. For example, if
the first packet of a frame is missing, the frame can never be decoded. Therefore, frame loss rate must be
separately computed. If FRT denotes the number of type T frames received, and FST denotes the number
of type T frames sent, then the frame loss rate is
FLT =
FRT
FST
× 100%. (4.77)
Delay and Jitter: Frames in digital videos have to be displayed at a constant rate. Displaying a frame
before or after the defined time results in “jerkiness” [50]. This issue is addressed by play-out buffers. The
buffer is used to absorb the jitter introduced by network delays. The buffer size is predefined based on
playback time in our experiment. If a frame arrives later than its defined playback time, the frame is
counted as a lost frame.
4.8.4 Experiment Design
Our experiments are based on real video data. The raw data can be downloaded from Video Trace Library
[28]. All the videos can be played by YUVviewer. The video traces are provided in two formats, namely
YUV QCIF (176 x 144) and YUV CIF (352 x 288). Some YUV videos are available in both formats, e.g.,
the Foreman video clip [28]. Since the two formats have different resolutions, for the same video sequence
the amount of data that needs to be transmitted per unit time are different. For example, the size of 300-
frame-long Foreman video in YUV CIF is 44M, while the size of the same video in YUV QCIF is 11M. We
select two picture samples as shown in Figure 4.8.4, one from QCIF (the left picture) and the other from
CIF (the right picture). The two pictures look no different except for their the sizes.
Because of the difference in resolution, the same type of frame for the same picture in different formats
have different sizes. We set MTU to 1000 bytes. The packet arrivals are shown in Figure 4.17 and 4.18. The
video frame is sent every 33.33 ms for 30 frames/sec video.
Observe that the video in YUV CIF format requires higher throughput than the video in YUV QCIF
format. Note that packet arrivals exhibit a peak every few frames because the I-frame is generally larger
than the other two frames. Thus, when an I-frame is sent, the frame is fragmented into several packets that
arrive at the transmission queue together.
Suppose that two wireless users are downloading while playing the videos; one is downloading the video
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Figure 4.15: QCIF (176 x 144) Figure 4.16: CIF (352 x 288)
in CIF format while the other is downloading the same video but in QCIF format. Since the video though
different in formats must last for the same time interval, the throughputs of the two wireless users must be
different. Therefore, if the network uses identical parameters to support the downloading services for the
two users, it is possible that the user requiring high throughput suffers from longer delays.
The first experiment is conducted to verify this hypothesis. The experiment is described as follows:
we assume two groups of users coexist in a wireless network. Group 1 download while playing a video in
YUV CIF format, and Group 2 download while playing the same video in YUV QCIF format. Each group
consist of two users. The downloading actions are started at the same time and the four users compete
for the wireless channel by using default IEEE 802.11 DCF. Each video provider first encodes the YUV file
to obtain the compressed MPEG-4 file. Then, they use MP4.exe (from Evalvid) to record the tracefile for
sender. Each frame is fragmented into 1000 bytes for transmission. (Maximun packet length will be 1028
bytes, including IP header (20bytes) and UDP header (8bytes).) The tracefile are linked to a ns-2 UDP
agent attached in the sender node. Simulated packets are generated based on the tracefile and then sent
to the receiver. The sender records when these packets are sent out and the receiver records when these
packets are received. If a packet does not appear in the receiving record, then it is regarded as lost. After
the simulation, the two records are compared to produce the received compressed MPEG-4 file. Finally, the
decoder decodes the file and reconstructs the received video.
For comparison purposes, we perform the second experiment to evaluate our algorithm. With the pro-
posed scheme, one can find an appropriate contention window assignment at which the network delays of
users requiring high throughput are reduced while the delays of the other user group are preserved. The
improvement can be perceivably reflected in the quality of the received video. The comparison is shown in
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Figure 4.17: Packet Arrivals vs. Time: Foreman video in YUV QCIF
Figure 4.19. Three consecutive frames are selected from the received video in group 1. The upper three
frames are taken from the video transported in the default IEEE 802.11 DCF network, and the lower three
frames are taken from the video transported in the network reconfigured by parameters derived from our
scheme. Observe that the lower three frames almost have no distortion. That is because the contention win-
dow is appropriately adjusted to guarantee the delay requirement of the video in CIF format. In contrast,
we see that the upper three frames are not only corrupted but some frames are displayed incorrectly. If a
frame gets lost, the decoder fills the gap with the most recent successfully decoded frame. Thus, we may see
an old picture appear again and again because the receiver does not receive the correct frames.
We also compare the PSNR results for the two experiments, shown in Figure 4.20.
These experiments demonstrate that our algorithm can improve quality of service even if the arrival
process does not follow a Poisson distribution and that it works well for realistic applications such as live
video players.
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Figure 4.18: Packet Arrivals vs. Time: Foreman video in YUV CIF
Figure 4.19: Foreman
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this thesis, we have studied three problems in the context of random access MAC based wireless networks:
i) joint congestion control and random access MAC for maximizing the end-to-end network throughput in
multi-hop wireless networks, ii) joint power selection and random access MAC for maximizing one-hop
throughput, and iii) determining queueing delays of non-homogeneous real-time flows in WLANs.
For the first problem, we have investigated congestion control over wireless networks and proposed a
cross-layer scheme that conjoins congestion control and random access MAC for maximizing the network
throughput in multi-hop wireless networks. We have approached this problem through a simplified model
which linearizes the interference constraints. This model significantly reduces the complexity of the original
problem, with the result that standard convex optimization techniques can be directly applied to solve the
problem. Moreover, we have studied the stability of the proposed scheme and shown that the flow rates
asymptotically converge to the optimal rates. Finally, we have shown that the simplified model guarantees a
certain fraction of performance of the original problem. This approach is novel in the sense that it simplifies
a hard problem instead of seeking the complex solution to attempting to solve a complex problem and
obtaining a solution that then has to further approximated. We believe that our scheme can be easily
integrated in the existing protocol stacks because its congestion control algorithm is compatible with TCP
and its scheduling algorithm is simple and requires only local information. These results can be exploited
to design a new transport protocol for wireless ad hoc networks.
For the second problem, we have proposed a novel scheme that combines power control with the random
access MAC protocol, using which a network can dynamically change its transmit power (hence change the
conflicting graph) according to the distribution of the traffic demands in the network. In this way, the
network can attain its maximal throughput region which is larger than that any fixed power setting can
achieve. This study provides a new approach for power control. Our scheme suggests that power selection
can be embedded in MAC in such a way that MAC decides not only when a packet is transmitted but also
at which power level the packet is transmitted. To the best of our knowledge, this may be the first scheme
that uses random access protocol to control power selection.
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With respect to the third problem, we have developed an accurate model for determining queueing delays
of non-homogeneous real-time flows in WLANs. We have utilized this model to decide whether a set of given
flows is feasible in a random access MAC-based network. We have also proposed an algorithm to compute the
appropriate contention window assignments so that the delay requirements of all the flows are guaranteed.
Moreover, we have provided a decentralized version of the algorithm, and shown that it performs as well as
the centralized algorithm.
Because the random access protocol is essentially a distributed solution for scheduling, any distributed
time-sharing systems that needs to be highly adaptable to throughput dynamics can potentially utilize the
design paradigm developed in this thesis.
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